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IMODTJCTIOH 
Increased use of fertilizer has "been an. iinportant agricultural 
innovation during the past decade. Annual commercial fertilizer con-> 
susption in loviia increased froffl 99 000 tons for the period 1935-39 ^0 over 
400,000 in 1951'^ Farther Increases In agricultural production can be made 
as fertilizer use is integrated with the other resources of the farm. But 
aside from a physical increase in production •which mi^t "be required for a 
growing population, there is a need for greater use of economic principles 
in the utilization of fertilizer^ The basic tools of production economics 
have not been exploited in the area of fertilizsr recommendations.Many 
fertilizer commendations to farmers have been and continue to be made with 
insufficient knowledge of the underlying plgrsical and economic relation­
ships. Without the fundamental physical relationships between inputs of , 
fertilizer and yield, there is little hope of determining the quantity of 
fertilizer nutrients iifliich will maximize the farmer's profit, j — 
Similarly, fertiliser recommendations are less meaningful if they are 
made without regard to the farmer's leasing arrangement and capital position. 
A farmer who owns ivie fsrm and has as^ple capital may profitably apply large 
amounts of fertilizer; it nay not "pay" for a tenant who is short on capital 
to apply any fertilizer, even if the physical responses to fertilizer are 
\f. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics, Washington, 
U. S. Government Printing Office, I953, p. 622. 
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the same in "both cases. However, economic analysis hased 131)011 production 
function data can benefit either tenant or oisiner, whether capital is asple 
or restricted. An estimate of the most profitable amount of fertilizer for 
the farmer to apply can be made for specified price and capital conditions 
Tihen the physical production function is known. 
Society can also benefit from increased efficiency in fertilizer use. 
Vihenever greater production can be achieved with the same resources or the 
same production with fewer resources, there is an opportunity for welfare 
to be increased. Increased efficiency in fertilizer use would appear to 
offer such an opportunity. 
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THB PHOBLBM SITUATION 
Initial research in fertilizer is usually planned to determine whether 
there is a response of crop yield to application of fertilizer. If responses 
have heen fotind to exist, fertilizer application has to be considered with 
other resotirces and practices in the farmer's management decisions. Even 
if the farmer is sure of crop response to fertilizer, he mst still decide 
whether money spent for fertilizer will return more than the same money 
spent for machinery or livestock. If the farmer decides to apply fertilizer, 
he must then determine (l) vfiiich crops and fields will mate the greatest 
return per dollar of fertilizer ejqpenditure, (2) what combination of ferti­
lizer nutrients to apply, (3) how and when to apply it, and (^) how JBOch 
fertilizer of the given nutrient combination or grade to apply. Shese four 
decisions hinge upon (1) the basic physical relationship between inputs of 
fertilizer and yield, and (2) factors such as the prices of the crop and 
fertilizer and the fanner's capital position, aversion or liking for risk, 
and other opporttinities for investment. 
Althou^ yield increases from fertilizer do not in. themselves specify 
optimum fertilizer rates, knowledge of the physical relationship between 
the fertilizer ii^suts and yield is a necessary first step in that direction. 
Many hypotheses have been advanced as to the way in ^i&ich fertilizer elements 
can (1) be transformed into crop products, and (2) combine with or exchange 
for each other in production of a given amount of crop. One of the most 
in^jortant ideas concerning the relation between growth factors and yield 
1+ 
was advanced ly von Lie'big.^ In the singilest form of LieMg's "law of the 
^iniiroffl", the growth factor, wliicli is in the ffiininram controls and con­
fines the yield. [She increase in yield from would "be linear since other 
nutrients are assumed to Ije present in excess in relation to the excess 
nutrients can he utilized only in a definite ratio to as if they formed 
a cheraical coapotind of definite coa^josition with 2510 excess nutrients 
would remain without effect until with continued application of a 
second nutrient Jg Tjecaioe the factor in the minisjosi. Then, further inputs 
of would have no effect and yield would he increased only by application 
of 
In its sin5)lest form the law of the miniraum would alloy no substitution 
between nutrients in producing a given yield; any nutrient in excess of the 
"correct" proportion would he wasted. , Isoquants (equal product curves) 
would be right-angled. Isoclines (least cost lines or expansion paths) 
would all lie on a single line. Hutrients would always be combined along 
a "razor's edge". 
In contrast to technical complenentarity vSiere nutrients combine in 
fixed proportions, perfect substitution of nutrients mi^t by hypothesized. 
With perfect substitution, isogoants would be straight lines. Either one 
nutrient or the other could be used alone. There would be only two relevant 
^Justus von Liebig, Principles of Agricultural Chemistiy, London, 
i'/alton and feberly, 1S55. 
2 0. de Tries, Ertragskurven, Srtragsgesetze und die Bedeutiusg der 
Geganseitigen Beeinflussung der Wachstumsfaktoresii Bodeiikunde und 
Pflsnzenernahrung l^Vs 1 - 10. 1939. 
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isoclines with perfect substitution; they wiuld coincide with the horizontal 
and vertical axes. So-called '^ridge lines" •sfcich denote the economic limits 
of nutrient coiabination would also lie on the horizontal and vertical axes. 
It is interesting that for Twth^^^^^ coriplementarity and perfect 
substitution the appropriate isocline would coincide with one of the ridge 
lines, for technical cosgsliraentarlly, hoth ridge lines lie on the same 
"raisor'a edge" with the rest of the isoclines. For perfect substitution, 
either the horizontal or vertical axis would be the appropriate isocline 
which woTild maximize profit. 
Most problems of nutrient combination probably lie between the two 
extremes of perfect substitutability and technical conrpleiaentarity. For 
these "in-between" cases, ridge lines would never represent the appropriate 
nutrient combination taxless one of the nutrients were free^JVspecific 
knowledge regarding the nature of the production surface is necessary before 
farmers can be sure of making rational fertilizer decisions, For example, 
isoquants must be derived to determine the cheapest mtrient coiabination 
for a specified yield. Similarly, isoclines and ridge lines must be derived. 
Vfithout information regarding the isoclines, selected nutrient combinations 
would be like a "shot in the dark". 
The nature of returns to scale is another important aspect of the 
production surface. Diminishing returns indicate that increasingly larger 
quantities of a fixed fertilizer mixture are necessary to attain equal 
increments in yield (or conversely, equal increments of a fixed fertilizer 
mixture add increasingly smaller quantities to total yield). With 
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diminishing returns, isoclines eventually converge to a single point 
which represents those Inputs which give a maxiimim physical product. On 
the other hand, with increasing returns throu^out the range of ii^uts, 
the isoclines would not converge; there would be no limit to the yield 
which could be obtained. Diminishing returns appears to correspond to 
reality more closely than the hypotheses of increasing or constant returns 
throu^out the range. However, specific production surface estimates are 
necessary before it is possible for the farner to know "how much" fertilizer 
to apply as well as the optimum combination of nutrients. 
Although knowledge of the production surface is essential for efficient 
resource use, its estimation may be difficult. The production surface can 
be e3qjected to vary between crops and between soil types for the same crop. 
Sven for the same crop and soil type, variation in the production surface 
can be expected because of differences in the fertility level of the soil 
and from year-to-year changes in growing conditions. However, if the 
empirical difficulties of surface estimation can be overcome, the optiimim 
combination of jiutrients can be specified for any set of prices for crops 
and fertilizer. Furthermore, farmers could £?)ply the most profitable rates, 
considering their particular farm setup. 
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OBJECTIIRAS ABD SCOPE OF 'HIS SITODT 
One necessary ©"bject^ jof this stiidy is to^estimate physical irpit-
output relationships from e:q3eriinental data, ^eae relationships (re­
gressions) would then 1)6 used to predict crop yields for specified inpats 
! of fertilizer applied to a particular soil type.^drom the basic yield 
estimating equations or regressions, features of the production surface 
can then he derived. Isoquants wauld be derived viiich give the various 
combinations of nutrients which will produce a specified yield. IJlie 
cheapest combination can then he selected vdien the price of the nutrients 
are considered. Similarly, isoclines (least cost lines) would ho computed 
which give the optiraom combination of nutrients (optiunun fertilizer mix 
line) for specified nutrient prices. Ridge lines can also be derived from 
the production function and would denote the economic limits of fertilizer 
nutrient combination. Once isoclines and ridge lines are coB5)uted, a sound 
\ 
basis for reoommending fertilizer nutrient ratiosvroixld be established. 
Bie point of convergence of the isoclines would indicate the ii^uts 
of nutrients -^diich give the maximum physical product, iny area outside 
the ridge lines and beyond the point of isocline convergence could be elimi­
nated from consideration. Maximam physical products can also be con^iuted 
directly from the basic yield etjaation by setting the partial derivatives 
of yield with respect to the nutrients equal to zero. By solving these 
equations, the yield-maximizing quantities of nutrients can be obtained. 
g 
These quantities should correspond to the point of isocline convergence, 
ferginal physical prodticts should also he coniputed from the hasic 
yield estimating regression hy taking the partial derivatives of yield 
vdth respect to the particular nutrient. Marginal physical products show 
the increase in yield to he obtained hy a small unit increase in the natrient 
at given levels of the nutrients. By setting the marginal physical products 
equal to the nutrieafc-crop price ratios, "opti^" of nutrients are 
indicated. (The inputs are "optimam" in the sense that the value of the 
last unit of crop gained is just equal to the cost of the last small unit 
of fertilizer.) Under limited capital or risk and uncertainty, smaller 
inputs than the unrestricted "optimum" may he necessary. Therefore, another 
objective of this study is to illuBtrate ways ^f finding„the most profitable 
fertilizer ii^iuts under various restricted conditions. 
A final objective of this study is to present convenient graphical 
methods of locating the most profitable fertilizer rates for specified 
fertilizer and crop prices.. Farmers would thereby by able to benefit from 
present research. However, all of the objectives of this study are limited 
to the extent that the results obtained v^rould directly apply only to farms 
with the same soil type, fertility level, and growing conditions as for the 
ej^erimental plots. tiis ascwnalatios of similar e:i^erimental yield 
and soil test data for several pars, some of these limitations may be 
overcome. 
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STOJDilMEMAl H3UTI0NSHIPS 
Only a few concepts or "tools" of production economics are used in 
this study. Hieae relationships and the single ideas upon which they are 
hased are outlined ia this section, for exaiaple, marginal revenue can he 
shown to he equal to marginal cost where profit is maximized and capital 
is not limited. For the single factor and product case, profit, TT, is 
defined as the margin "between the value of output and the cost of the 
input. 
Since T is a function of X, 
~ s t p S - . p  ( 2 )  
Maximizing tr hy setting (2) = 0, 
« Px 
dX " Py • 
For a determinate solution (stability), the second derivative of (l) 
mast he negative, i.e., marginal cost must eventually increase faster than 
marginal revenue as inputs of X are increased. Condition (}) iraist hold 
simaltaneously for all factors and products. For exan^jle, tidth two factors, 
4| and ft) 
^^1 ^y ^^2 ^y 
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p p 
^ = A. = JL • (5) 
<LL. Y 
The marginal rate of suhstitution of Xg production mst equal 
their negative inverse price ratio.^ 
il- flr K 
1 •- oy R » , \D} 
^ K K Xg 1 Xg 
Similarly, a necessary relationship Ijetween any tw prodiicts is that 
the mrginal rate of substitution equal their negative inverse price ratio. 
From (3), 
^ a \ \ d •'^1 ^2 
dY P 
5?" ' ~ 2 ? 
n 
If marginal revenue equals marginal cost, (3)1 the factor-factor 
and product-product relationships, (6) and (S), will automtically be met. 
V 
However, under limited capital viiere conditions (3 )  cannot be met, conditions 
(6) and (8) can sometimes be used to obtain a constrained maximum profit. 
The factor-factor and product-product relationship can be combined; 
V. H. Hicks, Value and Capital, Orford, Clarendon Press, 1939• 
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K — K P 
h TTj^ ^2 <^x^ 
————— = p ~ ... p ® ... p • (9) 
^1 ^ h \ 
legation (9) Can be used in certain cases to determine the optimum 
allocation of resources when soae of the resources are liaited. The 
empirical section of this study is based i^iOii the siiaple factor-factor, 
prodnct-prodttct, and factor-product relationships outlined here. lEhese 
1 
relationships are presented more completely else^idiere and are also related 
2 
specifically to the problems of fertilizers and crops. 
^gxl 0. Heady, Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource Use. 
lew York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1952. 
^arl 0, Heady, John Pesek, and William G. Brown, Crop Response 
Surfaces and Sconoiaic Optima in Fertilizer Use. Iowa Mgr. Bxp. Sta. Research 
Bulletin 1+2^, Ames, Iowa, March, 1955» P« 293-302, 
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SOTJHCE OF DA!I?A 
The "basic relationships of the preceding section were used as models 
for ei^irical and statistical procedures. Com ez^eriaients were conducted 
in 1953 three soil types, Moody, Carrington, and Haynie.^ litrogen, 
phosphorus, and potash were varied on each esperiment. All three ex­
periments were factorial (every level of one nutrient heing combined with 
every level of the other tinra nutrients). In the^experiments, all resources 
or inputs except fertilizer were held constant other than the variable 
quantities of labor and machine services for application and harvesting; 
seeding rates ware constant. 
The author is indebted to John S. Pesek and Joseph Stritzel, 
Agronosjy Department, Iowa State College for the basic agronomic data. 
Of course, they are in no way responsible for any errors or omissions 
in the predictions and conpitations of this study. 
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MILYSIS Of DATA 
Carriagton Ej^erimental Data 
Yields of corn on Carrington soil for various fertilizer rates are 
presented in laWe 1. !I!he data were from a factoria^^^^ which 
consisted of two randomized Tjlocks, each "block having five levels of B, 
four levels of PgO^ and three levels of K^O. Yields were hi^ in this 
experiment; the plots without fertiliser averaged almost 9S bushels per 
acre. The response of com yield to fertilizer would not he expected to 
he great in this case since the soil was already fertile enou^ to produce 
hi^ yields on the check plots. However, an increase of 9.S bushels per 
acre was obtained from l|-0 lbs. of KgO. Application of 80 lbs. of 
resulted in an average increase of 1U,2 bushels over the plots with no 
potash. 
Could the increase in yield from ^0 have been merely a chance 
occurrence? Analysis of variance in Table 2 shows an f value of 35 
the IgO treatments. An f value this lar^ would be extremely imllkely if 
potash had not affected yield. Oonseqiaently, the hypothesis that KgO had 
no effect was rejected. The significant potassium effect oi^t have been 
anticipated since the es^erimental plot was low ia KgO according to soil 
tests. 
Average yields of the plots receiving 0, to, SO, and 120 lbs. of PgO^ 
iH 
TaMe 1. Average corn yields in 1953 sixty fertilizer treatments on 
Carrington soil. Bach entry is the average of two o'bsenrations, 
one from each randomized hlock. Average yield for each level of 
nutrient is given in lower part of the table 
Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. of nitrogen 
^2°5 EgO 0 Ho go 160 21+0 
0 0 97.95 ^ 103,20 106.95 109.50 102.Ho 
0 Ho 106,35 115.10 101.65 116.75 10H.1«3 
0 go 112.20 120.25 113.55 llg.15 110.95 
ko 0 97.95 107 .Ho log. 05 95.95 116.20 
lio Ho 109.10 116,35 112,55 lis.05 110.go 
Uo go 111.20 110,10 115.65 113.10 116.65 
go 0 9U.70 100.35 g9.6o iog.g5 111.20 
go HG 109.15 115.95 109.70 113.go 106.00 
BO so 126.35 120.75 12H.55 119.go 122.S0 
120 0 99.65 112.35 95.05 99.30 93.80 
120 Ho 120.05 112.75 107.75 115.95 11H.90 
120 so 101.00 111.05 122.55 119.90 121.05 
Average yield (bus./acre) for esjjerinental levels of nutrients 
Lbs. Ave. Lbs. Ave. Lbs. Ave. 
I yield ^2®5 yield ¥ yield 
0 107.1 0 109.3 0 102.H 
l40 112.6 Ho 110.5 Ho 112.2 
80 109.0 go 111.6 go 116.6 
l6o 112.3 120 110.2 
2H0 110.9 
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Table 2, Analysis of variance of corn yields on Carrington soil, 
randomized "block design 
Sotirce of Degrees of Sum of Mean TT 
variation freedom square square J! 
Total 119 18570.37 
Blocks 1 6336.53 6336.53 106.39®' 
Treatments 59 S719.703 1^7.80 2.1^8® 
I 51H.01}2 128.51 2.16 
P 3 79.285 26.H3 : o.iji+ 
E 2 1+198.086 2099 .oi; 35.21+^ 
I X P 12 523.262 U3.61 0.73 
I X K S 630.862 78.86 1.32 
P X E 6 370.996 IU5.17 
H X P X K 2lv 1903.170 79.30 1.33 
Error 59 3511V.137 59.56 
®P i 0.01 
& 0.05 
l6 
do not differ greatly in Table 1. Similarly, analysis of variance in 
Sable 2 failed to detect any significant phosphorus treatment effects. 
laxJk of response to PgO^ waa surprising since the soil test for the 
es^erimental plot was low. Soil tests also showed a 3 ton lime 
requirement. 
Plots receiving different levels of nitrogen behaved somewhat 
erratically in Table 1, An increase of 5,5 bushels occurred with the 
application of HO lbs. of H. However, at SO lbs. of H, yield declined 
2.6 bushels from the UO lb. level. At I6O lbs. of I, yield again in­
creased 3.3 bushels and then declined l.H bushels for 2lK) lbs. The drop 
in yield at SO lbs. of H is difficult to explain. In Table 2 the Sf stun 
of squares is not significant when the I sum of squares is divided by k 
degrees of freedom. A highly significant difference between the yield 
levels of the two randomized blocks is shown in Table 2. (Average yield 
for Block no. 1 was 117.7 bushels per acre and Blook no. 2 awraged IO3.I 
bushels per acre.) 
Values of f in Table 2 give a "clue" as to vSiat variables the yield 
estimating equation should include. Obviously, potash should be included 
since gave a consistent and statistically significant increase in 
yield. Phosphorus can be dropped from consideration because even if all 
the PgO^ sfum of squares could be ex^plalned by one regression term it would 
still fall far short of significance, litrogen is an intermediate case in 
tlmt there is some logical justification for including it even thou^ it 
is not significant at the .05 level of probability. Phosphorus-potash 
17 
interaction is significant at the .05 level although it was not later 
included in the regression hecause no term was found which v/ould aocoimt 
for the sum of squares in the regression. 
An analysis of covarianoe (Tahle in the appendix) indicated that 
stand had a hi^ly significant effect on, yield. Similar results were 
obtained when stand was included as a variable in the Jiniltiple regression. 
Hegression Analysis 
Although analysis of variance is useful in testing for si^ificant 
treatment effects, regression analysis mast be eii^jloyad to estimate the 
relationship of inputs of fert^^^^ to yield* It is interesting and 
helpful to know that potash had a significant effect on yield in Cable 2; 
however, it is of even more interest to the farmer to know what yield 
increase to expect from any given rate of potassium rather than knowing 
only the yields for the treatments in the esjeriaent. Also, regression 
analysis is often statistically more efficient. Confidence limits are 
usually "closer" for the regression estimate of a given treatment yiSld 
than confidence limits computed from only the particular treatment 
observations. With regression all of the observations can be used to 
help estimate a particular tr8atii»nt yield, tothermore, yields can be 
estimated for any treatments falling bet-ween the actual esperimental 
treatments. 
The highly significant difference between the yields of the two 
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randomized Tilocks (as shown in Table 2) raised a qtisstion as to whether 
the response to fertilizer differend significantly "betT.veen the two blocks. 
Bo test vhether the response differed between "blocks, regressions ^jere 
calculated for each block separately. 
In the above equations, T refers to predicted total yield in bushels 
per acre, E refers to pounds of I!^0 per acre, H to pounds of elemental 
nitrogen per acre, and S refers to stalks per acre. So held deteraiine 
whether the two blocks should be pooled, t tests of the differences 
between corresponding regression coefficients were made and are presented 
in Table 3. The t values for the difference betv^en corresponding 
regression coefficients of the tw^ are small. A value of t as 
large or larger than liie t value of difference for K^, t = 0.g3» could 
occur hy chance HO percent of the time even though the population 
coefficients were the saaie. The other coefficients had even smallei t 
values of difference. Since there was no evidence that the blocks had 
different response surfaces (different regression coefficients) a 
regression for the pooled data of the two blocks was computed. In analysis 
of variance was also employed to test for homogeneity of regression and 
gave results similar to the paired t tests. 
(Block 1) 
+ 0.11-365 ff- 0.0263811 + 0.002552s. 
(Block 2) Y = 51.61t + 0.2702K - 0.0011622:^ 
; + O.6HIU "TT- 0.0211.90I + 0.0020813. 
(10) 
(11) 
+ 0.9190 fF- o.o¥t53ir + 0.0022H1S - 13.U97B. (12) 
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TaMe 3. Values of t for coefficients of individual "block regressions 
and test of difference "batween corresponding coefficients of 
the two "blocks 
Coeffi­
cient 
Values 
of t for 
equation (10) 
Signifi­
cance 
level ^ 
Values 
of t for 
equation (11) 
Signifi­
cance 
level 
K 3.515 0.001 2.006 
VD 0
 
0
 
8.059 0.05 O.glO 0.1^3 
/i" 0.737 O.Ug 0.996 0.33 
s 3.757 0.001 2.55^ 0,02 
Coeffi Values Signifi- Values of t Signifi-
. of t for cance. for pooled cance 
" difference level^ regression level®' 
(10) - (11) equation (12) 
E 0,739 o.hf H.ii? 0.0001 
O.S3H oM 1.965 0.06 
I 0.211 o.sH 1.316 0.20 
\fl O.OU5 0.92 1.030 0.31 
S 0.731 0.H6 H.556 0.00002 
B 9.570 0.00001 
®'Pro"ba"bility of o'btaining as large or larger value of t "by chance, 
given the null li^othesis. 
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In the pooled regression above, B represents the particular "block; 
B is 1.0 for Block 1 and 2,0 for Block 2. Stand and block are here ^ised 
as a method of adjustment similar to covariance. She preceding ejcperimsnt 
was not designed to include several levels of stand in conjunction with 
the fertilizer treatments. The variation in stand that did occur was 
utgslanned (althou^ correlated more with some treatments than others),^ 
Unfortunately, this esjjeriment can not be used to determisafi optiiaam stand. 
However, precision of estimate is considerably ii^jroved by including stand 
in the regression as shown by its t value of H.56 in Table 3 which is veiy 
hi^y significant. 
Blocks were included in the regression to allow an estimating equation 
for either block and to increase the precision of estimation. Including 
1 blocks in the regression is justified since it takes out the variability 
due only to the difference in stand and yield level of the two blocks. 
Prediction of the actual yield is secondary to predicting the increase in. 
corn yield from fertilizer iigmts. !]?hat is, more interest Is in the slopes 
of the production surface rather than the absolute level of yield, lie 
slopes of the H and K coefficients determine the most profitable amount of 
nitrogen and potash to apply. Stand and blocks v«re introduced only to 
increase the precision of estimate of the K and E coefficients. 
For an average stand and for Block 1, the check plot or "a" value of 
equation (12) becomes I05.971* an average stand aad Block 2, the "a" 
1 It may b® that experiments should be run with stand incliidad as 
another variable so that the "optimum" level of stand could be determined 
aimulfcaneously with the optiEram level of fertilizer nutrients. 
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TaMe il-. ijislysis of TOriance for regression of com jrield 
Source of 
variation 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Sum of 
square 
Mean 
square 
f 
Total 119 237^5.29 
Due to regression 
eqaation (12) 6 I5H36.79 2572.80 it2.H6®' 
Devns. from 
regression 113 S309.I0 73.53 
Other treatment 
effects 55 ^79^.96 87. IS 
Error 58 351H.IU 60.59 
®P ^ 0.01 
value is 92.H7U. Equation (13) is the average..of.Jhe„..Mo.,lb'.lock3.-,wi,th 
average st.and._Af..MQUiid^^ 1 stalks per acre and will he used in the 
later ewnomic saialysis. 
Y = 99.223 + 0.3162K - o.ooigi3E^ + 0.9190 *rF- o.oHii53^r. (13) 
The value of t for the linear response of yield to potash ia lahle 3 
is very hi^ly significant. Accordingly, more faith can he placed in the 
potash response than in the nitrogen response. IDhe undepandahility of the 
U response was also reflected in the average figures of Tahle 1 and the 
analysis of variance in TaBls 2. 
Analysis of variance for the regression is presented in Tahle H. Ihe 
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I value of ^3 indicates that the regression, (12), is very highly signifi­
cant. Almost 65 percent of the total stun of squares is accoxuated for "by 
2 
equation (12); the coefficient of determination, H , is O.6H7. 
Production Surface 
Equation (13) is used for the economic analysis of Oarrington soil 
ejqieriment. Prediction of the yields to he expected at various comhi-
nations of I and K^O are presented in Tahle 5. These yields correspond 
to points on the total production surface as estimated hy the production 
function. Since the soil was fertile, yields start at the hi^^^^l^^ of 
99 hushels per acre with no fertilizer. A yield of almost IIS hasliels per 
acre is predicted at SO Ihs. each of I and E^O. 
Production surfaces are usually presented "by plotting the yield 
"heights" corresponding to particular inputs of factors. Comhinations 
of nutrients or factors are represented hy the rectangular base of the 
production surface. However, if the surface is plotted directly, a 
distortion results. S'or example, if exact refttangular meaSTirefflents are 
extended into the distance, the base appears non-rectangular. To avoid 
such visual distortion, the production surfaces in 'SiiB study are dra^ai 
to a perspective scale which shows the surface as it would appear to an 
observer of the "constructed" surface. 
A view of how the predicted production surface would appear is given 
"by the perspective drawing in fig, 1. The hei^t of the surface represents 
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fig. 1, Perspective view of predicted yield surface for com 
on Oarrington soil 
2lt 
faille 5, Predicted yields of corn for specified nutrient com'biaatioixs 
applied on Carrington soil 
Poimds nitrogen per acre 
Lbs. 
per acre 0 5-K) so 120 160 200 2lW 
0 99.2 103.3 103.9 103.9 103.7 103.3 102.S 
20 lOH.g iog.9 109.5 109.5 109*3 log.9 lOg.H 
Ho 109.0 113.0 113*6 113*7 113.5 113.1 112.5 
60 111 J 115*7 116.3 116.H 116.2 ll5.g 115.2 
go 112.9 117*0 117.6 117.6 117 .H 117.g 116.5 
100 112.7 116.g 117 .H II7*H 117.2 ll6.g 116.3 
yield while the leagth and width represent ii^uts of nitrogen and potassiiun. 
Points on the surface in Fig. 1 (located hy the intersection of the "roof 
tmsses) correspond to the yields in fable 5. Hi^est points on the "roof" 
are also the hi^est yields in Table 5« slope of the surface in fig. 
1 shows the response to I and ^0. The slope is greater along the KpO 
axis than the I axis? the steeper slope corresponds to the greater response 
to KgO as con5)ared to I in Tables 1 and 5. 
A slice through the "roof" parallel to the potash axis in 2'ig. 1 
would represoat the response of com to KgO at a fixed level of nitro^n. 
IThree individual yield response curves to potash are given in Jig. 2 for 
the 0, 20, and 100 lb. levels of nitrogen. Since the response from potash 
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Fig, 2, Oorn response to ^0 at 0, 20 and lOG lbs, of H. (Dashed vertical 
line is limit of ZgO experiment) 
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was the same for all levela of nitrogea in this exjieriment, the three 
KgO response curves always remain the same distance from each other. 
This lack of "interaction" hetween H and 2^0 snay have heen diie to the 
hi^ level of fertility of the esperimental plot. Other ejiperljnents 
have often shown important interactions hetween fertilizer nutrients. 
However, I and S^O my interact less than 2f with and with S^O. 
Com response to nitrogen at three levels of 2^0 is shown "by the 
three curves in Fig. 3^ Althou^ the I response is strong for the first 
few Ihs., it soon levels out* Such a limited response wotild indicate that 
the es^erimental plot was fairly high in nitrogen before any application 
of fertilizer. Hms, a few Ihs. of H would give yields a small "'boost'', 
•but heavier applications of I would have little further effect. (!i)he 
initial high fertility of the experimental plots was Indicated previously 
in Tahle 1 v/here check plot yields were 9? "bushels per acre.) Curves in 
Tig. 3 show that the total increase in yield from H is less than one-half 
that for E^O in Fig. 2. 
Predicted ii^jut-output or response curves lAen N and KgO are increased 
in fixed proportions are given in figs. U and 5» Hitrogen is one, two, 
and four times the (jiiantity of KgO in Fig. k. The smaller effect of H 
on yield is shown "by the lack of spread of the three curves. Greater 
proportions of If cause a sli^t increase in yield at first, then a small 
decline at heavier inputs, larger proportions of KgO in Jig. 5 more 
^arl 0. Heady, John d!. Pasek, William G. Brown, Crop Eesponse and 
Economic Optima in fertilizer Use. Iowa iigr. Sbcp. Sta. Besearch Bulletin 
l|-2!+, imes, Iowa, Ma^ch 1955« 
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fig. 3. Com response to I at 0, l<-0, aad SO lbs. of KgO 
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fig. 5» Yield of corn, with nutrients in fijced proportions 
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effect 'because the initial increase is greater where K is 1,25 I. Howver, 
the yield also declines more rapidly. Part of the large decline at 
heavier injnxts of K^O is probably "because of the eztr^olatioa Ijeyond the 
SO lbs. ^0 limits of the esjierlmeat. If inputs of KgO had been extended 
to l6o lbs., a better estimate could have been jsade of the K^O response. 
Ilnety-five percent confidence limits of the yield estimates for 
EgO inputs are fairly close together in Fig. 6, except at the ends of the 
curve ;&ere they tend to spread. !i?he spread is due to the increased 
distance from the mean which occurs as the response is eztrapol&ted beyond 
the go lb. limit of i^O application in the experiment. However, even at 
100 lbs. of IgO where the greatest spread occurs in fig. 6, the confidence 
limits are only 6.1<' bushels from the predicted curve. Confidence intervals 
for the H response in Flig. 7 are also relatively narrow which indicates 
some precision of estimation. 
Marginal physical products of H remain the same at all levels of KgO 
because there is no interaction between S and K in equation (13). Con­
versely, the marginal physical product of KgO is not effected by the level 
of H. 0?he equations representing the marginal physical products of K^O in 
(ll]-) and of I in (15) were derived from the production function, (13). lie 
partial derivative, of yield was tafcen with respect to K to obtain (1^) and 
with respect to I to obtain (I5). 
44 = 0.3162 - O.O03626K. (lU) 
d ^ 
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Jig, 7. Mnetjr-five percent confidence limits for corn response to I at 
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^ _ 0.01)^53 + » 
0 iTw 
(15) 
fhe numerical values of the marginal products or yields of K (tfushel 
per lb. of KgO) can "be computed directly from (iH-). By inspecting (iH) and 
(15) it Can be seen that yield increases will 'beooine smaller and smaller 
as application of fertilizer is increased, ae aarglnal yields of S 
correspond to the slope or incline of the roof in Jig. 1 parallel to the 
N axis. At 0, 20, Ho, 60, 80, and 100 lbs. of KgO, the marginal yields 
are O.32, 0.2U, O.I7, 0.10, O.O3, and - O.O5 bushel,pe^ectively. Simi­
larly, marginal yields for U are conputed from (I5); for 1, 20, Ho, 60, 
SO, and 120 lbs. of N, the marginal products are O.Hl, 0.06, O.03, 0.01, 
0,007, 0.001, sjid - 0.003 bushel, respectively. It can be seen from the 
I marginal yields that N returns a large Increase in yield at small iig)Uts 
but soon levels out. negative marginal products for either I or E 
indicates that further inputs at these levels will cause an actual 
decline in average yield per acre. 
Yield isoquants 
Yield isoquants in Fig. $ are another aspect of the basic yield 
surface. The general isoquant equation, (16), was derived from (I3), 
the production function. ®ie isoquant family is given by (16). 
87.23 t /0.00666 i/N - 0.000323W + o.gigi^ » 0.0072^ 
- 0.003626 
(16) 
The isoquant curves in Fig. g were conpited from (16). !I!he isoquant 
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3'ig. 9. Isoquauts and isoclines with dashed ridge lines 
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curves show the various combinations of H and KgO which can he used to 
produce yields of lOll, I07, 110, II3, and II6 hushela of corn per acre. 
As yields are increased hy 3 hashels per acre, increasingly greater 
iz^uts of 31 and K^O are required, Ihe slopes of the isoquants show the 
change in amount of nitrogen required to maintain a given yield when 
another tmit of potash is added. The mibstitution or "replacement rate" 
of U for 1^0 changes along,,the,lgoqiDtMt s^ce the iso^tiants in lig. g are 
curved. 
Changes in substitutlftn or replacement rates are shown in Table 6 
for yield ieoqpiants of lOlf and II3 Imshela, At 13.37 of KgO and 
1 It. of U for the lOl^' hushel yield, one small added unit of KgO would 
replace only O.6I unit of H in production. However, as if is increased 
to 10 Iha. and :^0 is reduced to 7.66 Ihs., one small added unit of 1^0 
would replace 2.57 units of I. IDie marginal rates of substitution of 
KgO for H in Table 6 correspond to the slopes of the isoquants in Sig, S, 
Yield isoclines 
Yield isoclines are directly related to isoquants in that a particular 
isocline intersects all isoquants at points where the isoquants have the 
Same given slope. For example, the middle isocline labeled in 
dN Fig. 9 intersects all the IsqqUMts j^er their slope, is eqiial to 1.0. 
Along a particular Isocline, nitrogen and potash replace each other in 
production at a constant rate. Therefore, if I costs twice as raach per 
lb. as KgO, th8,t isocline should be chosen where two lbs, of KgO replace 
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TaMe 6. Com'binations of nutrients to produce specified yielda and 
COrreponding marginal rates of substitution 
lOH Imaliels^ 113 ^ushels^ 
Lhs. 
of N 
Ihs. of 
KgO 
M.H.S, of 
K for I, 
dif® 
ax 
Lhs. 
of I 
Lhs. of 
¥ 
M.H.S. of 
K for S, 
d3J® 
dK 
1 13.37 - 0.61 1 65.08 • 
0
 1 
10 7.66 - 2.57- 10 50.27 - 1.19 
20 6.07 - H.H9 20 II4.99 - 2.31 
Uo 2.39 - 9.10 Ho 39.9s - 5.07 
60 1.05 - 16.07 60 37.62 - 9.25 
so 0.32 - 2g.9g go 36.H6 - 16.9H 
100 0.13 "222. git 100 36.03 -130.99 
^Increase in yield from fertilizer is U./S "bushels. 
^Increase in yield from fertilizer is 13.7S Inishels. 
^'change in H required to maintain yield i^en unit of KgO is added. 
one Ih. of S. It will he most profitable to expand production along the 
particular isocline where the marginal rate of suhstitut "replacement 
rate" corresponds.,t,o,...ihe,.,prlce,,ratio of _^Q,to. the isoclines in 
fig. 9 Can "be thought of as the optimoja "fertilizer mix" curves for the 
specified prices of N and EgO* 
Isoclines, as are isoquants, are derived from the hasic production 
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function. However, factor-factor price ratios are involved in the 
isoclines v^ereas isoquants can "be cos^uted without considering prices. 
The isoclines in Fig, I9 were computed from (17). Equation (I7) was 
derived from (I3) T3y dividing the partial derivative of yield with respect 
to K by the partial of yield with respect to H and setting it equal to a, 
the ]^0-I price ratio. IHien, K was expressed in tenas of I. 
K B B7.2Q + 12.2s a - . (17) 
/F 
Under -present potash-nitrogen price relationships, nitrogen costs 
ahout twice as much per Ih. as does K^O. (Hierefore, the appropriate 
: isocline in Ilg. 9 would he the hottom curve labeled = O.5 for 
./ this present price relationship, very little H would be purchased until 
almost 60 lbs, of ZgO had been applied. After 60 lbs. of KgO per acre it 
would pay to increase the proportion of nitrogen if production were to 
be expanded beyond II3 bushels per acre, 
Daahed lines in Tig, 9 represent "ridge" lines which denote the 
economic limits of the isoclines. Jor all positive prices of I and ligO 
it would not pay to extend ii5)uts beyond the area enclosed by the ridge 
lines. If nitrogen were "free" but EgO were not, it would pay to extend 
production along the top ridge line, always applying I06 lbs. of H and 
purchasing KgO according to its cost and return. On the other hand if 
potash were "free" and nitrogen were not, production should be expanded 
along the ri^t hand vertical ridge line. Since K and KgO were independent 
in the basic surface aquation, (I3), the ridge lines are strai^t and meet 
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at a ri^t angle. However, where nutrients interact as in the following 
two experiments on Moody and Haynie soil, the ridge lines will have 
different characteristics. 
„,A11 the isoclines (including ridge lines) converge and intersect at 
the point of maxinium physical product. If hoth and K were free and cost 
nothing to apply, inputs should he extended to ,87.2 Ihs. of EgO and IO6.5 
Ihs. of I as indicated "by the point of isocline convergence. A loaziaua 
physical yield of II7.76 hushels is predicted from these inputs of I and 
E. 
Economic Optima 
Isoclines derived from the hasic production function (13) provide the 
optiamm corahination of N and E for any yield level. The point of inter­
section of the appropriate isocline with a specified isoquant in Fig. 9 
gives the optimum comhination of K and K for the given yield. The inputs 
of N and K which will minimize cost for specified yields are presented in 
Tahle f. For present price conditions where I costs twice as much per Ih. 
as KgO, the indicated amounts of S are small except for the high yield of 
116 "bushels. When K^O is assumed to "be twice as expensive per Ih. as I 
the optimum amounts of I are increased. For the II6 hushel yield, 33 
of N would he used with 66 lbs. of K^O. 
In applying fertilizer, farmers mast decide not only the optimum 
comhination of fertilizer nutrients hut also the optimom level of 
Uo 
TaTile 7« Combinations of nitrogen and to minimize fertilizer costs 
at specified yields for different price ratios 
Yield 
level 
Price 
of I 
Price 
of 1520 K price ratio 
Optimum 
lbs. H 
Optimum 
lbs. KgO 
lOU bu. ^0.16 $0.0S 2.0 1 16 
110 0.16 0.08 2.0 2 1+2 
116 0.16 0.08 2.0 Ig 78 
lOU 0.10 0.10 1.0 2 13 
110 0.10 0.10 1.0 k 38 
116 0.10 0.10 1.0 22 73 
lOU o.os 0.16 0.5 6 9 
110 o.os 0.16 0.5 10 32 
116 0.02 0.16 0.5 33 66 
application. Isoclines are optinura "fertiliser mix" ctirves, but the 
relationship of fertilizer cost to crop price mast also te considered to 
determine the most profitaMe rates. The optiBiam level of application 
(and at the same time the optimum combination of nutrients) can be obtained 
by getting the partial derivatives of the production function with respect 
to a factor equal to its respective factor-product price ratio as presented 
earlier in equation (U). Optimum ii^juts in Table S were cou^iuted by 
—  — -  ^  
equating the marginal physical products (the partial derivatives of Y with 
respect to K and N) with their respective factor-product price ratios, for 
potash, the optimom ii^jut for the first price situation was obtained from 
(IS). 
0.3162 - O,OO3625K a 
Ul 
Solving (IS) for K, an optimum i3:q)Ut of 76.2 Its. is indicated. 
Similarly, the optimum input of H is found, to Tie lU.S Its. from (I9). 
Because there was no H - K interaction in the production function, (13), 
H does not appear in the partial derivative of yield with respect to E. 
Conversely, K does not appear in the marginal physical product of H 
(partial derivative of yield with respect to N). Consequently, the 
optimum inputs of H can te found independent of K and vice versa. 
Inserting the optiauin iiq)uts of H and ^0 into the basic surface 
equation (I3), a predicted yield of 115.7 "bushels is obtained. !Phe 
optimum yield of II5.7 exceeds the yield without fertilizer by 16.H 
bushels. Iliis additional yield at ^2.00 per bushel exceeds the fertilizer 
cost of ^8,31 per acre by more than ^2H. However, a more conservative 
estimate of the possible gain in profit from fertilizer is given in the 
second price situation of Table S where corn is ^1.00 per bushel with IT 
at ^0.15 and 3^0 at jlo.02 per lb. The predicted gain from fertilizer use 
is ^8,JB over the fertilizer cost of ^6.05 per acre. !IIhus, a return over 
cost of fertilizer of more than 100 percent appears possible under present 
price relationships for farmers td,th Oarrington soil couiparabls to the 
experimental plot. 
If technological progress should reduce the price of nitrogen to 
jSo.lO per lb. and the price of KgO should rise to ^0.10 per lb., the 
fourth, fifth, or sixth price situation might be appropriate. In such 
(19) 
H2 
UaTjle 8 .  Optiumffl and predicted yields under various nitrogen, 
potash, and com price situations 
Price of 
corn per 
ba. 
Price of 
.1 per lb. 
Price of 
KpO per 
lb. 
Optimum itgiuts 
in pounds 
H KgO 
Pre­
dicted 
yields 
Gain 
from 
ferti­
lizer®" 
2.00 0.15 o.og 11^.8 76.2 115.7 j52H.5S 
1,00 0,15 0.08 5.6 65-2 llH.l S.TS 
0.50 0.15 O.OS l.S 43.1 110.6 1.99 
2.00 0.10 0.10 23.6 73.'+ 116.1 2l|-.02 
1.00 0.10 0.10 10.1 59.6 llKl 7.91 
0.50 0.10 0.10 3.5 32,1 109.1 1^36 
2.00 0.20 0.05 10.1 S0.3 115. 23.31 
1.00 0.20 0.05 3.5 73 llU.2 7.32 
0.50 0.20 0.05 1.1 59.6 112.5 0.59 
®'Coii5)uted by mltiplylng increase in yield from use of fertilizer 
times price of com and subtracting cost of fertilizer. 
an event, application of IT should be alinost doubled whereas inputs of K^O 
should be reduced slightly. For com prices of ^0.50 per bushel, figures 
in lable g indicate tha.t only a saall return could be made from the use of 
fertilizer under the given prices of S and KgO. Under such price con­
ditions and with risk, uncertainty, and capital rationing, fanners probably 
would not apply any fertilizer. Some tenant farmers who bear all ferti­
lizer costs and receive only one-half the crop might rationally refrain from 
fertilizer application, even under present price conditions.^ 
1 
All references to appropriate farmer action assTime that the farmer 
has the same soil type and fertility conditions as for the ejjperiment 
b&ing discussed. 
H3 
Another factor Aich would need to te considerad liy farmers is the 
greater tmcertainty associated with the nitrogen response in this ex­
periment. Values of t for U in Table 3 are mch smaller than for E2O. 
Therefore, a farmer who ia ehort on capital (or Who dislikes taking a 
chance of getting no return) would he more "sure" "by applying only potaali. 
If the hasic estimating equation, (13), is assumed to "be accurate, 
what would he the cost of not "bothering" to apply nitlPgen? The loss in 
reveirae can easily be computed by obtelning the predicted yield with only 
the optimum K input. If corn is ^1.00per bushel and I is ^50.15 and KgO 
ia ^O.OS per lb., the gain from use of fertilizer in Table 8 is per 
acre. By using 65.2 lbs. of K^O and no N, a yield of 112.1 bushels is 
obtained or a loss of about 2 bushels over the "coinplete" optlnam yield. 
However, the cost of 5.6 lbs. of If per acre is saved so that the net loss 
from not using nitrogen is only about ^1.08 per acre. It is relatively 
uninqportant compared to E^O but farmers mi^t want to use it in their 
starter fertilizer in such a case. 
Presentation for Practical Use 
Results of agronomic experimentation and its economic inteipretation 
can be presented so that farmers or extension personnel can use It. For 
farmers with Garrington soil with about the same fertility as the ei^peri-
mental field, fig, 10 provides a means of selecting the most profitable 
fertilizer rate. Since II and KgO effects were independent in the production 
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Fig, 10, Added 1)11811618 from and N and optinmm rates for specified 
price ratios of fertilizer nutrients and com 
5^ 
function (13)» the optimum rate for S can be selected independently of 
the level of '^ersa. To find the optiSHusi input of KgO, 
divide the price of KgO by the price of com. Then selection of the 
corresponding ratio from the KgO chart in Jig, 10 provides the optinram 
ii^ut, 
, Optimum inputs for N in the upper part of Pig. 10 were found hy 
setting the partial derivative of y ^dth respect to N (I5) equal to the 
specified price ratios. Thus, the marginal return from E is equal to its 
marginal cost for the specified inputs and price ratios. Similarly, 
optimum inputs of E were located in the lower part of the chart by equating 
the marginal yield of K, (li+), with the specified KgO - corn price ratios. 
As an exaasple, asstune K to be j^0.15 and KgO to be jSo.OS per lb. with 
corn at ^1.00 per bushel^ The appropriate 5 pyice ratio is O.OS. Locating 
these ratios in lig. 10 results in an indicated optimum ii5>ut of about 65 
lbs. of KgO and 6 lbs. of H. The gain in yield from these inputs can also 
be estimated. A gain of about 1} bushels per acre from KgO is predicted 
and about I.5 bushels from the S application. Of course, such a chart cotild 
only be used for Carrington soil v/ith fertility similar to ths e:!g)erimental 
field. IJalnfall and biological conditions must also be asstuaed to be 
favorable as for the experimental field in 1953* 5^lrthermore, farmers with 
limited capital or who operate under conditions of risk woiild restrict 
their Inputs to less than those indicated as "optimum" in Pig. 10. 
U6 
Moody Experimental Data 
Corn yields responded strongly to nitrogen applied on Moody soil. 
Bxperlmental results in Table 9 show that average yield was acre than 
doubled by application of Uo lbs. of H. IHirther increases in yield were 
given by SO and l60 lb. applications. However, with 2H0 lbs. of I a 
sli^t decline resulted. Apparently, potassium had little effect on 
yield in Table 9- Phosphorus also seemed to have only a small effect 
since yield was increased less than S bushels in going from 0 to 120 lbs. 
However, average response to PgO^ over all levels of K and ^0 hides part 
of the actual effect. More careful examination of the yields in Table 9 
reveals a strong interaction between phosphorus and nitrogen. At zero 
level of H, had a depressing effect on yield, but at l6o and 2^0 
lbs. of U, PgO^ increased yield. 
Analysis of variance in Table 10 confirms the hi^ly significant 
effect of nitrogen. The direct or main effect of PgO^ was less stroag 
but significant at the O.O5 level. Interaction between H and 
highly significant. There also was a significant difference between the 
yield levels of the two randomized blocks. Potash and the remaining 
interactions did not seem to have much effect on yield. The lack of 
potash response is not surprising because the soil tests of the ejcperi-
raental plots were high for 1^0. Negative phosphorus response at low 
levels of I in Table 9 was unexpected since the experimental plot soil 
tests were low in phosphorus. Shortage of nitrogen may have caused the 
negative response to P at 2©ro and Uo lb. levels of if. 
7^ 
Table 9. Average corn yields in 1953 for siity fertilizer treatments on 
Moody soil. Each entry is the average of tvjo ohservations, one 
from each randomized "block. Average yield for each level of 
nutrieat is given in lower part of tahle 
Lhs. Lbs. Pounds of nitrogen 
^2^5 KgO 0 Ho go 160 2H0 
0 0 26.05 56.70 65.25 63.70 51.30 
0 Ho 32.00 H9.S5 65.50 68.25 61.20 
0 go 26,H5 Hg.70 76.H5 62.65 53.95 
Ho 0 16.65 52.g0 59.30 75.25 76.35 
Uo Ho 32.25 H9.55 61.55 7H.75 66,90 
go 2H.SO 52.90 52.85 76.H0 69.15 
go 0 23. Ho H6.5O 60 .Ho 72.65 83.15 
go Ho 23,25 Hg.55 62.65 gg.15 78 .H5 
go go 23.25 H9.g5 76.H5 71.95 77.00 
120 0 26.20 50.60 58.95 78.20 82.00 
120 Ho 20.20 50.75 69.80 86.80 81.90 
120 so 22.H5 56.20 70.25 90.00 81.15 
Average yield (hus./acre) for experimental levels of initrlents 
Lhs. Ave. Xihs. Ave. Lbs. Ave. 
I yield 
^2°5 yield KgO yield 
0 2H.7 0 53.9 0 56.3 
Ho 51.1 Ho 56.1 Ho 58.6 
go 65.0 go 59.0 80 58.1 
160 75.7 120 61.7 
2lW 71.9 
ug 
TaTale 10. Analysis of variance of corn yields on Moody soil, randomized 
block design 
Source of Degrees of 
variation freedom 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
square 3" 
Total 117 5316U.95 
Blocks 1 Il32.g2 1+32.82 H.57^  
Treatments 59 H7330.0S g02.20 
S U HIOOO.I1.9 10250.12 log.15^  
P 3 1051,22 35O.UI 3.70^ 
E 2 123.05 61.53 0.65 
N X P 12 3333.88 277.82 2.93^ 
N X K 8 k35.83 56.98 0.60 
P X K 6 99.55 16.59 O.lg 
I X P X K 2h 1266.06 52.75 0.56 
Error 57 5H02.06 9^^.77 
®p 6 0.05 
^P ^ 0.01 
Eegression Analysis 
Several algebraic forms of the yield predicting equation were tried 
2 
"before (17) was selected. Equation (20) was a good "fit" with an H of 
0.82J and was logically more acceptable than certain other forms; it gave 
ii-g 
diminishing rsttims to fertilizer application (predicted gains in yield 
•become smaller and smaller as equal increments of a fertilizer mix are 
added). Diminishing returns is a generally accepted condition for the 
yield-fertilizer function. 
i = 13.5^3 + O.53UOU - 0.0017i+3H^ 
- O.OOO35H9 + O.OOIO69HP + O.OOOS73S. (20) 
In (20), T again refers to total yield in "bushels per acre, S refers 
to lbs, of nitrogen per acre, P refers to lbs. of PgO^ per acre, and S 
refers to stalks per acre. Values of t for the coefficients in the order 
that they appear in (20) are 12.56, 1.68, 5*^i I.50. 1310 
preceding t values for I, and UP are significant at the 0.0001 level 
2 
of probability vfcile P is significant at the 0.10 level and S at the O.lH 
2 level. Althou# values of t for P and S fell short of significance at 
the 0.05 level, the terms were retained for logical reasons. The negative 
2 
P term is important because it "forces" diminishing returns to fertilizer 
ii5>uts. Some of the functions fitted to the data did not have this 
characteristic. For exang)le, the full five term square root or regular 
quadratic functions gave increasing returns for part of the production 
surface; increasing returas make it difficult to secure determinate economic 
solutions. Ihe five term quadratic equation was as follows! 
Y = 30.277 + O.533H - 0.0017511^ - 0.623 P 
+ O.OOOO66P^ + 0.00U6HP. (21) 
Equation (21) was rejected in favor of (20) since (20) gave 
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diminishing returns and a determinate predicted maximum yield. The 
stand varialJle TOS included in (2G) to increase the precision of fit in 
the nutrient re^onse curves; equation (22) has heen adjusted to an 
avei^e stand and ws used for the subsequent economic analysis. Sgpation 
(22) is the sajne as (20) except for Ijeing set at the average plot staad of 
around 18,000 stalks per acre, 
T » 29.2HS + 0.53to - 0.0017i4-3H^ 
~ 0.0G035J|9P^ + O.OOIO69SP. (22) 
liSie analysis of variance of the "basic regression, (20), is given in 
Tahle 11. The f value of 9^.20 for the overall regression is very hi^ly 
significant. The mean square for deviations from regression is smaller 
than the within lot estimate of experimental error. 
Production Surface 
Bstimated yields in Table 12 were predicted from (22). These yields 
correspond to points on the corn production snjfface. The predicted yields 
correspond well to the original yield observations in Tahle 9 in that at 
zero level of nitrogen, yields tend to decline with inputs of phosphorus. 
With hi^er levels of K, application of pho^horas results in predicted 
yield increases. 
The yield response to nitrogen and phosphorus can he seen from the 
perspective drawing in Fig. 11. Yields curve up steeply as nitrogen is 
applied at the zero level of phosphorus. However, even higher yields are 
S'ig. 11. Perspective view of predicted yield stirface for com on Moody soil 
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Jable 11. Analysis of variance for regression of com ylald on Moody 
soil 
Source of D® 
variation i 
gye®s of 
'reedoffl 
Sujn of 
Square 
Mean 
stjnare 1 
•Total 117 
Blocks 1 1+32.62 U32.82 
Due to regression 
aquation (20) 5 U399I.5I 8798.30 91.20^ 
Deviations from 
regression 111 9173.45 82.61V 
Other 
treatment 
effects 55 3771-39 6S.57 
Error 56 5U02.06 96.U7 
®P 6 0.05 
i 0.01 
oMaiusd froa H as PgO^ is inereased. (Zero level of PgO^ is represented 
Tjy the nearest "roof truss" nmaing directly above the nitrogen axis. The 
aecond truss parallel to the first shows yield response to I at Uo Its. of 
PgO^). Thus, the strong positive interaction or coE^jlementariiy of I and 
P can "be seen from the hi^ center ridge of the surface at large inputs of 
K and P. 
Marginal physical products corresponding to the total yields in Table 
12 are given in Talle 13; they are the counte:£part8 of the slopes of the 
Table 12. Predicted yields of corn for specified nutrient combinations 
applied on Moody soil 
Lbs. 
^205 
Pounds nitrogen per acre 
0 Ho go 120 160 200 250 
0 29.2 H7.3 60. S 6g.2 70.1 66.3 57.0 
20 29.1 Hg,5 62.H 70.7 73.3 70.5 62.0 
iW 2g.7 hs.Q 63.7 72.8 76.3 K} 66.7 
60 2S.0 H9.1 5H.7 7H.6 79.1 77.9 71.1 
go 27.0 H9.0 65.H 76.2 SI. 5 gl.2 75.3 
100 25.7 US.5 65.s 77.5 S3.6 gH.2 79.1 
120 21^.1 U7.8 66.0 7S.5 S5.5 S6.9 g2.7 
vertical slices throu^ Fig. 11, for example, at HO lbs. of both H and 
P in Table I3, the marginal product for P is 0.01. Thus, the "incline" 
or slope of the roof parallel to the 'S axis in Hg. 11 is nearly level at 
this point. By axaminin^ the ^tO lb. combination of iU and P in Table 12, 
it can b® seen that yields have practically leveled out for small addition­
al increases in P. At the heavier rates of nitrogen in Table I3, marginal 
products are larger at the hi^er levels of phosphorus, These figures 
again illustrate the strong effect on the productivity of one nutrient by 
the other. Negative marginal products in Table 13 indicate diminishing 
average yields from farther Inputs of fertilizer. 
Vertical slices throu^ the surface parallel to the phosphorus axis 
in Fig. 11 are equivalent to the H response of com at fixed levels of 
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Table I3. Marginal product or yield (tnishel per pound of fertilizer 
nutrient for combinations indicated in rows and coluans. 
Upper figures are for nitrogen, lower figures for ) 
11)8. Pounds nitrogen per acre 
P-0 
^ 0 Ho SO 120 160 200 2lK) 
0 0.53 0.39 0,26 0.12 -0.02 -0.16 -0.30 
0.00 O.Oll 0.09 0.13 0.17 0.21 0.26 
20 0.56 O.U2 0.28 O.lll "0.00 "O.lh -0.28 
-0.01 0.03 0.07 0.11 0.16 0.20 0.2H 
UO 0.58 O.UU 0.30 0.16 0.02 -0.12 -0.26 
-0.03 0.01 0.06 0.10 o.iiv 0.19 0.23 
60 0.60 0.i|6 0.32 0.18 O.OU -0.10 «0.2l| 
-O.OH 0.00 O.OH 0.09 0,13 0.17 0.21 
80 0.62 0.1^S O.3H 0.20 0.06 -O.OS -0.22 
-0.06 -0.01 0.03 0.07 0.11 0.16 0.20 
100 0.61+ 0.50 0.36 0.22 O.Og -0.06 -0.20 
-0.07 -0.03 0.01 0.06 0.10 o.ii^ 0.19 
120 0.66 0.52 0.38 0.2U 0.10 -0.03 -0.17 
-0.09 , -O.OiV 0.00 0.0k 0.09 0.13 0.17 
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PgG^, !l?he corn responae to nitrogen with no phosphorus application is 
considerah!^ helow the U responses at Uo and 120 Ihs. of PgO^ in fig. 12. 
Farthermore, the maxinram yield on the nitrogen response curve comes at 
higher levels of H as more P is applied hecause of the positive I-P 
interaction term in equation (22). With no phosphorus application the 
hi^est yield ottainahle from nitrogen is about 70 bushels at I50 lbs. 
With Uo lbs. of PgO^ per acre, over 76 bushels of com are predicted from 
170lbs, of I. Approximately SJ bushels per acre are estimated at I90 lbs. 
of N and 120 lbs. of P2®5* 
The predicted corn response to phosphorus is negative in Fig. 13 Aen 
no nitrogen is applied. At ^0 lbs. of U there is little net effect from 
phosphorus. However, at 120 lbs. of H there is an increase of more than 
10 bushels per acre from 120 lbs. of strong N-P interaction 
Can be seen in both the Sf and P response curves. 
Predicted input-outpnt curves with H and P in fixed proportions in 
fig, iH' show that yields continae to increase at high levels of U vhen 
PgO^ ia equal to S, When PgO^ is applied at oiily one-half the I rate, 
yields start to decline around 200 lbs. of H. lot too aach faith can be 
placed in the surface predicted for hi^ inputs of pho^homs, however. 
•Ehe basic SKKperimental rates for phosphorus were not hi^ enough to 
accurately predict response curves beyond 120 lbs. of ^2^5* 
linety-five percent confidence limits of the yield response to 
nitrogen in Jig. I5 are fairly narrow—especially from 0 to I60 lbs. of I. 
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Fig. 13. Corn response to PgO^ at 0, 1+0, and 120 lbs. of N. (Dashed 
vertical line is limit of in e^qperimeat) 
fig. Corn yields with nutrients in fixed proportions 
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fig. 15. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals of com response to H 
at SO lbs. of P-Oc 
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At 120 Its. of I the limits are closest, Ijelng oaly 2 bashels from the 
predicted value. The limits then \fiden to a 5.5 "bushel deviation at 2Uo 
lbs. of H. Within the main economio range of UO to I50 lljs. of H the 
confidence limits are 3 "bu^els or less from the predicted values. Hbwsver, 
the lifflits would he somewhat vAder for PgOe applications greater than 80 
5 
Ihs. 
Yield isoiiaants 
Yield isoquants derived from the basic regression, (22), are shown 
in Fig. 16. !Ehe iaoqpiant equation, (23), gives P as a function of I. 
P = 1.506 H i /0.00075glH ~ 0.(}00001332H^ + 0M5 - 0.001H2Y 
- 0.000709s 
At low yields such as 50 or 60 bushels per acre in Fig. I6, isoquants 
are nearly vertical. Shis steep vertical slope at the lower yields means 
that it talces many pounds of PgO^ to replace one pound of nitrogen asjrield. 
is held constant. As yield is increased to JO bushels per acre, the iso-
quant becomes more curved as it nears the N axis. The 70 bushel isoquant 
intersects the nitrogen axis; JO bushels per acre can still be produced 
with all nitrogen aM no PgO^ application. However, the SO bushel isoquant 
requires PgO^ in addition to I; a yield this high requires the coJi5>lem0ntary 
effect of pho^horua, 
Since the slopes of the isoquants in fig. I6 show the change in aniount 
of PgO^ required to maintain a given yield iiSien another unit of I is added. 
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Jig. l6. Yield isoquants for corn on Moody soil. (Bashed horisontal line 
is limit of PgO^ in es^eriment) 
eh 
Table iH. Ooffililnationa of nutrients to produce specified yields aad 
corresponding marginal rates of suTjstitution 
70 bushels® "b so bushels 
Lbs. 
of H 
Xbs. of 
¥5 
M.H.S. of 
If for^ 
P ^ dt? 
Lbs. 
of I 
Lbs. of 
V5 
M.H.S. of 
N for-
P. E 
dl 
100 
-3.5s 130 106.73 -3.09 
110 28.89 -1.87 iHo 8U.98 -1.53 
120 lU.36 -1.11 150 73.50 -0.83 
130 5.7H -0.61^ 160 67.53 -0.39 
iHo 1.02 "O.32 170 65.22 —0.08 
^Increased yield from fertilizer is ^10.75 'bushels. 
^Increased yield from fertiliser is 50»75 "bushels. 
^Change in PgG^ required to maintain yield nAien unit of I is added. 
the curvatxire of the isoquants indicates the change in the rate of 
substitution of H for Substitution or replacement rates in Tahle 
iH for the 70 huahel yield show that at 100 Ihs. of H, an additional 
unit of N wuld replace about 3*5 units of However, at iHO Ihs. 
of I an additional pound of N vould replace only ahout one-third pound 
of PgO^. 
Since the slopes of the isoquants in Fig. I6 change along a scale 
line (fixed nutrient combination) the combination of nutrients or 
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fertlliizer ratio i&lch gives lowest cost for one yield level is not the 
same fertilizer ratio which gives lowest cost for another yield level, 
ibr example, the least cost comhination of N and P«0_ will not he the 
same for yields of JO and SO hashels in Fig. 16. 
Yield isoclines 
Sach isocline in Fig, I7 intersects every isoquant at a point of 
specified slope, Por example, the isocline labeled s 3,0 goes 
throtj# each of the 70, SO, and 90 bushel isoquants at points where the 
slope is 3sl, On the Isocline labeled P » 0.33 P » ®ach isoquant is 
n p 
intersected where the slope is 1j3. On the isocline labeled P = O.33 P , 
n p 
each pound of would replace 3 lbs. of H. therefore, if the price of 
nitrogen were one-third tho price of PgO^ per potmd, production ^ould be 
expanded along the isocline labeled P = 0.33 P . 
n p 
Under present prices, the isocline labeled P » I.5 p is the optimum 
n p 
"fertilizer mix" line. IMs isocline starts at about IO5 lbs. on the 
nitrogen axis which means that it v/ould pay to apply IO5 lbs. of N before 
purchasing any Since I05 lbs, of H results in a predicted yield of 
about 66 bushels per acre, any yield less than 66 bushels per acre could 
be obtained cheapest by using all nitrogen and no phosphosus when N is 
1,5 tines the price of PgO^ per lb. 
Isoclines (as were all other features of the production surface) were 
derived from the basic yield estimating equation, (22). Ihe equations of 
isoclines in Fig. I7 were found by setting the ratio of the oargiaal 
Fig. 17. Yield isoquaats end. igocliaes with, dashed ridge lines 
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physical products (partial derivatives of yield) equal to the phosphorus-
nitrogen price ratio. Letting a equal the ^2^5"^ ratio, the 
isocline equation is (2H). 
„ (0.001069 + 0.003ilS6a)I - 0.53^!. 
° 0.0010fa9a + 0.0007098 • 
!I!he dashed lines in Pig. I7 are "ridge lines" which are the economic 
limits of fertilizer nutrient comhinations. Ihe isoquants 1)6001116 vertical 
along the upper ridge line; along the lower ridge line the isoquants are 
horizontal. It would never pay to apply a fertilizer mix falling outside 
the ridge lines—even if one or hoth nutrients were free. 
All the isoclines (including the ridge lines) in Pig. IJ would con­
verge and intersect at 2Bk.S Ihs. of N and H2g.I|- lbs. of PgO^ if extended. 
The intersection at these indicated inputs marks the point of maximum 
physical product of IO5.2 'buBhelg. The indicated input of PgO^ is far 
heyond the 120 Ih. limit of PgO^ in the experiment. If PgO^ had "been 
applied at 0, 50, 100, and 200 Ih. intervals, the point of maximum 
physical product probably could have been estimated more accurately. 
Economic Optima 
Isoclines in Fig, I7 gave the optimum combination of nutrients for 
given fertilizer prices but to determine where to stop on the isocline 
requires that the com price slso be considered. For example, assxane 
com is ^1.00 per bushel and the price of H is 5^0.15 and PgO^ is ^0.10 
per lb. Qptimua inputs are found by setting the partial derivative 
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of T of (22) with, respect to H equal to the nltrogea-eorn price ratio 
and solving it ajjaultaneoualy with the partial derivative of Y with 
respect to P set ecfiial to the P^O^-oom price ratio. 
O.53UO - O.OO3I1S61 + O.OOIO69P = . (25) 
- 0,0007093? + O.OOIO69K = . (26) 
Solving (25) and (26)» optiinam inputs of 12ll..l<- lbs, N and U6.H lbs* 
of PgO^ are obtained. Jor these inputs, a yield of 7^ bushels is predicted 
from (22). In Sable I5 the value of the net gain from using fertilizer has 
been con^juted. for the preceding price situation with corn at j^l.OO per 
bushel, the value of the gain in yield (jte-.gS) less the cost of fertilizer 
(^23.30) leaves a net gain of S^21.56 from the use of fertilizer. A farmer 
in this case would receive almost a 5^200 return per j^lOO ejcpended on ferti­
lizer. If corn ivere ^2.00 per bushel, the net gain would be increased to 
almost 55S2,00 per acre from the use of |55^.H2 of fertiliijer per acre or a 
return of 5^2^ per ^100 expended for fertilizer. 
If the price of Ef is raised farom $0,13 to $0,20 per lb. while com 
remains at j52,00 per bushel and PgO^ stays at jlo.io per lb,, less PgO^ 
would be used. It becomes more profitable to apply ^ becomes 
cheaper because of the strong complementaiy H-P interaction in the basic 
experiment. How economically istportant is the complementary effect of 
the PgO^? If corn is ^1,00 per bushel and H is j§0.15 per lb. and PgO^ is 
^0,10 per lb,, the optimum solution where no PgO^ is used is given by (27). 
Equation (27) is the partial derivative of T with respect to I vfliere P has 
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(Table I5. Optiraam rates and comljinationB of fertilizer for specified 
crop and nutrient prices 
Price per tmit Optirnna inputs Esti- let gain per 
Com 
per bu. per lb. 
^2^5 
per 
lb. 
Lbs. 
U 
Lbs. 
PgO^ 
mated 
yield 
acre from 
fertiliser^ 
2.00 0,15 0.10 20H.5 237.U 97.^ ^81,98 
1.00' 0.15 0.10 12U.i| I16.H 71^.1 21.56 
0.50 0.15 0.10 67.1 0.0 57.2 3.93 
2.00 0.20 0.10 191.2 217. H 95.3 72,09 
1.00 0.20 0.10 97.7 6.3 65.^ 16.01 
0.50 0.20 0.10 38.H 0.0 U7.2 1.29 
2.00 0.10 0.10 217.8 257.5 99.3 92.5^ 
1.00 0.10 0.10 151.0 86,5 Sl.U 28.1^5 
0.50 0.10 0.10 95.8 0.0 61^ .1+ 8.00 
^'CoB^mted by multiplying increase in yield from use of fertilizer 
times price of corn and subtracting cost of fertilizer. 
been set equal to zero. 
O.53HO - 0.00348611 = ^ ^ 
N = 110.2 lbs. (27) 
Pluming U = 110.2 lbs, back into equation (22), a yield of 66.93 
n 
bushels is predicted. let gain from the use of fertilizer is then ,^21.15 
per acre or only $0,h0 less per acre than ohtainable i«4iere hoth PoO- and 
5 
I were used. However, if II and are both assumed to be ^0.10 per lb. 
with corn at ^1,00 per bushel in Table I5, then optimam irouts of I5I.0 
lbs. S and 86.5 result in a net gain of jl2S.l^5 per acre from 
use of fertilizer. If PgO^ is not used, the optiiaua I ii^t of 1211-.5 lbs. 
res^t= to a gain of onl^- or fl.Vi 1... per acre than 
was used with H. 
If com is ^2.00 per bushel Tstoen H and PgO^ are jjo.io per lb., 
optimu® inputs of 217.S Ihs. H and 257.5 lbs. PgO^ result in a predicted 
. net gain from fertilizer of S^92.5^^ per acre. If no PgO^ is used, I38.9 
lbs. of "S is the optiBituH input. Ihe resulting margin over fertilizer cost 
with no PgO^ is about j525 per acre less than that obtainable throu^ the 
use of PgO^ with lif. However, it should be remembered that 257.5 of 
PgO^ is far beyond the 120 lb. limit of the experiment; large iiaputs 
of PgO^ wjTJld probably not be as profitable as indicated. It is concluded 
that PgO^ could be ignored for low or meditua yields but it appears 
profitable to include PgO^ if large amounts of I are applied and high 
yields are sought. 
PresentaUon for Practical Use 
Individual nutrient response curves can not be used to determine 
optimum inputs of nutrients for this experiment as was done for the 
first experiment, Fig. 10. The optimam H Sjgjut depends upon the level 
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of PgO^ application and vice versa. However, it is possilile to locate 
simultaneously determined optiffluia inputs from charts such as Pig. Ig.^ 
Ag 8J1 exas5)le, assume corn to "be ^1.00 per hushel, I to he ^0.15 per Ih,, 
and PgOj to ^0,10 per Ih. Since H is 1,5 times the price of PgO^ per 
Ih., the straight line (isocline) leading from the l>ottom axis to the 
upper right iMch is labeled P = 1»5 P is chosen. liSiis line gives the 
n p 
optimum nitrogen-phosphorous combination for all levels of production i&en 
I is 1.5 times as expensive as 
(isocline) it is necessary to determine the nitrogen-com price ratio. In 
the above case, P„/P„ = 0.15. 'Pherefore, the line labeled = I.5 P is 
n c n p 
follo'wed until the dashed line labeled OiI5 is reached. Then by dropping 
straight down from this point, a reading of about 12l| lbs. of I ia 
obtained, likewise, by reading straight to the left from the ssone point, 
on the fertilizer mix line, about H5 lbs. of P,,0_ are indicated. The 2 5 
approximate predicted corn yield for the optinmm inputs of I and PgO^ can 
be estimated from the isoquants. For 12H lbs. of H and H6 lbs. of 
a yield of about 7^ bushels is indicated. 
Hitrogen-corn price ratios in fig. 1? in^licitly include P^O^-corn 
relationships, The points of intersection of the dashed lines with the 
isoclines were found from the simultaneous optimum solutions such as 
given by equations {25) and (26). The nitrogen-corn or factor-pioduct 
price ratio represents a unique feature of the production surface—just 
1 William S. Brown, Practical Application of Jertiliser Production 
Functions, TVA Economics of Fertilizer Use Syugioeium Proceedings of June 
IH-I6, 1955, Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Press (In Press), 
Tig. Ig. Gptlrauin inputs of I and for various price ratios 
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as isoquajits and isoclines are characteristic features of a particular 
production surface, factor-product price ratios mi^t he called "iso-
inclines". Along the factor-product price ratio the incline or steepness 
of the surface is constant. The intersection of an isocline and "isp-
incllne" is an optimum solution for the particular factor-product and 
factor-factor price relationshipi 
It can "be seen from Pig. 10 that for nitrogen-corn price ratios 
greater than 0.25, would seldom pay to use example, if If 
is ^0.15 and PgO^ is ?50.10 per Ih. and corn drops to ^0.75 psr hushel, 
the most profitable input ia indicated "by the intersection of the dashed 
line labeled 0,20 with the H axis at about 95 of I and no 
indicated optifflum inputs greater than 120 lbs. of in fig. 18, caution 
must be exercised since inputs of PgO^ did not exceed 120 lbs. in the 
basic experiment. IHie section of the surface above 120 lbs. in fig. 18 
should be used sparingly in making fertilizer recomendations, 
Haynie jSaqjerimental 3ata 
Yields of com on Haynie silt loam soil for three levels of nitro^n, 
phosj^orus;, and potassium are given in Table l5. The rate of application 
was 0, 1|0, and BO lbs. for each nutrient. An improved estimate of the I 
and P response mi^t have resulted if N and P rates had gone higher. 
Average yields for the nitrogen ii^juts in Table I6 show an increase of 8 
bushels for the last U6 lbs. of H applied. Similarly, 80 lbs. of PgO^ 
gave almost 5 bushels more com per acre than did Uo lbs. To estimate the 
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Tatle l5. Average corn yields in 1953 foi" twenty-seven fertilizer 
treatment combinations on Haynie soil. Sach entry is the 
average of two oliservations, one from each randomized 
block. Average yield for each level of nutrient is given 
in the lower part of the tahle 
lbs. lbs. Pounds of nitrogen 
PgO^ ZgO 0 Ho 80 
0 0 H3.30 55.25 5H.6O 
0 iK) 57.70 71.H5 
0 SO HS.lo 75.SO 78.50 
Ho 0 57.90 73.85 83.10 
ijo > Ho H9.50 SO.55 82.85 
Ho 20 i^7.oo 65.85 76.H5 
so 0 H7.60 75.^ 78.25 
go Ho 58.50 83.50 99.35 
so go 60.30 71.25 86.65 
Average yield ('bus./aere) for experimental levels of nutrients 
Lha. 
I 
Ave. 
yield 
lbs. 
¥5 
Ave. 11)3, 
yield SgO 
Ave. 
yield 
0 50.7 0 58.8 0 63.2 
1+0 71.0 Ho 68.6 Ho 69.8 
go 79.0 go 73.H 80 67.8 
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I-P interaction, nitrogen and phosphorus inputs should go far enou^ to 
cause a decline or at least a leveling out of average yield, Mditioaal 
increases in yield mi^t have been o'btained at heavier H-P comhinatioas. 
Analysis of variance in Tahle IJ points out the iu^ortance of the 
nitrogen response; simple nifcrogen effects accounted for over 60 percent 
of the total treatment stun of squares. Direct phosphorus response was 
also hi^ly significant. Direct potash effects fell sli^tly short of 
significance at the 5 percent level althougji potash was later included 
in the yield estimating equation. One justification for retaining potash 
was the highly significant P-K interaction detected Tsy analysis of variance 
in Tahle I7. Significant I-P interaction mi^t also have occurred if I and 
P inputs had gone higher; to detect positive interaction such as between I 
and P it seems necessary to extend inputs hi^er than in the case of 
negative interaction as between P end E. 
Analysis of covariance (appendix) indicated a highly significant 
effect of stand on yield. Similarly, vfcen stand was included as a 
variable in the yield estinating equation, its t value was highly sig­
nificant. The positive effect of stand mi^t have been esgjected since 
stalk numbers were only around 90OO per acre. She low stand may have 
limited yields in Jable I6, especially at the heavier fertilizer rates. 
However, farmers in southwestern Iowa customarily seed at these lower 
rates to "hedge" against drouth. 
Hegression Analysis 
Of several possible algebraic forms of the yield eetimating regression, 
2 (2g) was selected. Equation (28) fit the data well with an I of O^JJS 
7S 
5?able I7. Analysis of variance of corn yields on Haynie soil, randomized 
Mock design 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 1? 
variation freedom s^re square J3 
Total 53 13376.57 
Blocks 1 125. 125.7H 1.83 
ITreatments 26 I209H.09 U65.I6 6.79^ 
I 2 7619.01 3809.50 55.57®" 
P 2 I9SI.71 990.86 IH.H5® 
K 2 U06.3H 203.17 2.96 
I X P l| 162.99 Ho.75 0.59 
I X K 202.02 50.50 o.lk 
P X K 121g.ll^ 30H.5H U ^• T T 
I X P X K g 503.88 62.98 0.92 
Error 26 17g2.1^S 68.5569 
H 0.01 
and was preferred to the square root function hecause it gave a determinate 
surface maxinraffl. If inputs of l and PgO^ had Ijeen ©xtsnded to hi^er 
levels, the square root function mi^t have given better results. Higher 
levels of I and ni^t have also revealed a significant I-P interaction. 
Y «! - 0.9751 + 0.71261 - 0.00435211^ 
79 
+ 0.5255P - o.oo3io3P^ + 0.25H6K - O.OOI62UK^ 
- .002255PK + 0.0038633. {2g) 
S again refers to stalks per acre while K, P, and K refer to pounds 
of N, PgO^ a33d EgO per acre. Values of t for the regression coefficients 
in Jaljle IS show the H varlaliles to loe very iii^ortaiit as did analysis of 
variance in Sable I7. Linear I and P values of t are consideraljly greater 
Table 18. Values of t for individual regression coefficients of equation 
(28) 
Variable I P K PE S 
t valus 5.67 2.89 3.72 1.96 1.90 1.06 2.10 2.99 
P level .00001 .OO5 .OOOH .05 .07 .30 ,Qk .OOl^ 
than for and P^. Smaller t values for 13^ and P^ were probably caused 
by the insufficient range of I and P inputs. The value of t for is only 
1.06. A value this large could occur by chance about one-third of the time 
where had no real effect, nevertheless, the term is retained for 
logical reasons. Witho\it the negative term, an unlimited linear 
response to E would be implied. 
Analysis of variance of regression in Table 19 shows the overall 
regression to be very hi^ly significant. Deviations from regression nean 
go 
Table 19. Analysis of variance for regression of com yield on Eaynie soil 
Source of 
variation 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Sum of 
square 
Mean 
Square f 
Dotal 53 13876.57 
Due to 8 term 
regression 
lg.92^ equation (2g) S IO79H.66 13^9.33 
Deviations from 
68.5+9 regression lj.5 3OSI.9I 
Other treatment 
effects 20 1299.1+3 6H.97 
Error 25 17g2.Hg 71.30 
^ 6 0.01 
square is about the same as the estimate of eiqjerimental error from 
within lots. 
In equation (29) stand is fixed at the average stalk count for the 
esperimental plots at ahcrut 9220. If stand were included as a controlled 
variable in the original experiment, the optinum level of stand could "be 
detemiined "by economic analysis. However, none of the experioents analyzed 
in this study was so designed and stand is used only to isgsrove the pre­
cision of estimate of the fertiliizer response. 
Y s 35.O5S7 + 0.7126!! - O.OOU352H^ -
+ 0.5255P - 0.003103?^ + 0.25H6K 
- O.OOI62HH^ - 0.002255PK . (29) 
Production Surface 
Equation (c9) cannot 1)8 coK^letely represented as a three disaensional 
surface as for the preceding two esjieriments becauae four dioenaions or 
variahles are imrolved. However, since H was independent of P and I, the 
phosphor-US ..potassium surface will retain ita same shape at different 
levels of I. In fig. 19 a perspective view of the K-P surface shows a 
greater rise in yield from inputs of P than for I. Also, the "roof" is 
relatively flat over the top, indicating that yields do not change greatly 
for many combinations of and KgO, If a line stretched diagonally 
from the near zero corner over the surface to the far comer mve followed, 
first a sharp Increase in yield followed hy a decrease would result. Ihe 
"dropping off" of the surface at the far comer at high levels of P and K 
is due to the negative P-E interaction. She decline at high levels of P 
and K is in sharp contifast to the high ridge at high levels of U and ? in 
lig. 11 which was caused hy positive I-P Interaction, 
Predicted yields in Table 20 under thje zero nitrogen colum correspond 
to points on the production surface in fig. I9. Tields are increased Tjy 
about 21 bushels as nitrogen ii^ts are increased to Uo lbs. for 00 lbs. 
of H, predicted yields are increased 29 bushels over corresponding P-K 
treatments receiving no nitrogen. 
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TaTjle 20. Predicted yields of corn fot specified natrient com'bliiations 
applied on Haynie silt loam 
LTJS. Lbs. Potmds of nitrogen 
IgO 0 20 Ho 60 go 
0 0 35.1 H7.6 56.6 62.2 6H.2 
0 20 39.5 52.0 61.0 66.6 6g.7 
0 Ho H2.6 55.2 6H.2 69.7 71 .g 
0 60 HH.5 57.0 66.0 71.6 73.6 
0 go H5.0 57.5 66.6 72.1 7H.2 
20 0 HH.3 56.g 65.9 71 .H 73.5 
20 20 H7.9 60 .H 69 .H 75.0 77.0 
20 Ho 50.1 62.6 71.6 77.2 79.3 
20 6o 51.0 63.6 72.6 7g.i go.2 
20 go 50.7 63.2 72.2 77 .g 79.g 
1|0 0 51.1 63.6 72.6 7g.2 go.3 
20 53.g 66.3 75.3 go.g g2.9 
IK) Ho 55.1 67.6 76.6 g2.2 gH.2 
1|0 6o 55.1 67.6 76.7 g2.2 gH.3 
Ho go 53.9 66.H 75.H gl.O g3.o 
6o 0 55.H 67.9 77.0 g2.5 gH.6 
6o 20 57.2 69.T 7g.7 gH.2 g6.3 
60 Ho 57.6 70.1 79.1 gH.7 s6.g 
6o 6o 56.7 69.2 78.3 g3,g g5.9 
60 go 5H.6 67.1 76.1 gl.7 g3.7 
so 0 57.2 69.7 7g.g gH.3 g6oH 
go 20 5S.1 70.6 79.6 g5.2 8J.2 
so Ho 57.6 70.1 79.1 gH.7 BS.B 
go 6o 55.g 6g^H 77.H B2.S 83,0 
go go 52.g 65.3 7H.3 79.9 SI.9 
Another angle of the P-E yield surface is shown in Figs. 20A, 20B, 
and 200. The view is more to the front of the PgO^ axis. In Fig, 20A 
the P-K yield surface is shown with no aj^jlication of I. Figure 20B 
gives P-E yields at HO Ihs. of I while Fig. 200 shows P-E yields at SO 
11)8. of H. The "roof" on Fig. 20B is 21 hu^els higher than for Fig. 20A 
•because of the 80 lb. application of I. 'She aliape of all three "roofa" 
are exactly the same, hut the observer glin^jses more of the tinderside of 
the declining surface In the higher structures. If the P-E yield surface 
for 120 Ihs. of N were shown it would only he about as hi^ as Fig. 20B 
since predicted yields start to decline around. 82 Ihs. of N. 
Marginal physical products or yields of P and E are presented in 
Table 21. IThs equation of the marginal product for phosphorus is 
derived from the production function, (29), "by taking the partial deriva­
tive of Y with respect to P. Similarly, the marginal products for E and 
H are found hy taking the partial derivatives of Y with respect to E and 
N. Marginal prodtict ecpiations for P, K, and I are given hy (30), (31). 
and (32), respectivelj^ 
0.5255 - C.OO62O5P - C.002255K. (30) 
0.251^6 - O.OO32USE - O.OO2255P. (31) 
0.7126 - o.oosTote. {32) 
Lack of interaction between IT and the other nutrients in (29) is 
reflected in the marginal physical product of I in (32); the marginal 
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yield per lb, of H depeads only on the level of I. The predicted increase 
in yield or marginal product of I at 0, 20, HO, 60, SO, and 100 lbs. of H 
is 0.71, 0.5^, 0.36, 0.19, 0,02, and -O.I6 Tjushel, respectively. As 
greater inputs of I are applied, marginal products grow smaller and finally 
•become negative at about 82 lbs. negative marginal products in^jly a 
decrease in average yield for further inputs. 3!hus, it would not pay to 
apply K beyond S2 lbs. according to equation (32) —even if nitrogen vie re 
free. 
Equation (30), representing the marginel yield of P, contains a 
negative K term. Oliis negative K terra indicates that marginal yields 
from F will be lower for M^er levels of E. Accordingly, marginal yields 
of P in Table 21 are lower at hi^ levels of K than at low levels; the 
decrease in marginal productivity of P is about 0.18 bushels as K^p is 
increased from 0 to 20 lbs. Similarly, marginal yields of K decline about 
0.12 bushels as K is held constant and PgO^ is increased from 0 to 80 lbs. 
The strong effect on the prodixctivity of P by E, and vice versa, means that 
the optisium economic level of P or K cannot be determined independently of 
each other. In the later economic analysis, optiratun ir^rats of P and K are 
determined simultaneously. 
The predicted increase in yield from nitrogen is again the sajae for 
all levels of P and K in fig, 21. The independence of the K response in 
this experiment may have been because (X) P and K levels in the soil were 
hi^ enou#i before application so that they did not limit nitrogen response; 
a3id/or (2) P and H levels did not go enou^ to allow interaction to be 
Fig. 21. Com response to I at three lewis of and K^O. (Dashed 
vertical line is limit of I in experiment; 
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Table 21. Margiisal product or yield (bushel per pound of fertilizer 
nutrient) for combinations indicated in rows and celuma. 
ijpper figures are for KgO, lower figures for PgO^ 
Lbs. 
I2O 
Pounds of P«0„ 2 5 
0 20 iK) 60 go 
0 0.25 0.21 O.lo 0.12 0.07 
0.53 o.Ho 0.2g 0.15 0.03 
20 0.19 O.lU 0.10 0.05 0.01 
o.ua 0.36 0.23 0.11 -0.02 
Ho 0.12 o.og 
0
 
0
 -0.01 -o,o6 
0.14^+ G.31 0.19 
0
 • 
0
 "•0.06 
60 0.06 0.01 -0.03 ••O.OS -0.12 
0.39 0.27 o.iH 0.02 -0.11 
go -0,01 -0.05 -0.10 -O.llj- -0.19 
0.35 0.22 0.10 1 0
 
•
 0
 
-0.15 
detected. 
A yield increase of 22 bushels per acre from SO lbs. of PgO^ is 
shovm in S'ig. 22 at aero level of KgO. At Ho lbs. of 1^, the gain in 
yield from 80 lbs. of PgO^ is only I5 bushels per acre. 5!he reduced 
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Jig. 22. Com response to PgO- at three levels of K and ^0. (Dashed 
vertical line is limit of PgO^ in experiment) 
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response to at higher levels of Kg® negative interaction 
as meastired by the PK coefficient in (29). Similarly, response to K^O 
in I'ig. 23 is greatest at zero Iba. of PgO^ hecause of the same negative 
interaction. The yield response to potassim is less than for phosphorus; 
at most it anKJunts to only 10 hushels per acre. 
Com yields for fixed proportions of EgO and PgO^ in Fig, 2k show 
that the greatest yields are obtained when ^0 is about one-half the 
PgO^ input. However, hi^er yields occur for initial Inputs when KgO is 
a larger proportion of the fertilizer. Similarly, larger inputs of KgO 
in relation to I application give higher yields for initial inputs in Pig. 
25 but soon cause yields to decline. The "fertilizer mix" with equal 
parts of I and K^O results in the greatest yield in Fig, 25. Hie greatest 
corn yields in Fig. 26 also occur when N and PgO^ are combined in eq^ 
parts. IHie reason for hi^st yields being obtained with equal parts of 
IT and PgO^ is that I and PgO^ responses are independent in the basic 
regression eqaation and both nutrients caase a maxiimun yield at about 
80 lbs. Similarly, the ZgO response curve reaches a maxiimun at about 
go lbs. (when PgO^ is at zero). 
Scale line responses with I, ^2^^' increased in fixed 
proportions are given in Fig. 27. The greatest yield of over 86 bushels 
is obtained when KgO is restricted to one-half the I and PgG^ inputs. 
Highest yields are obtained with less K^O because of the negative inter­
action batwen E^O and PgO^. The additional yield obtainable from farthar 
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2^0 ii^uts is more than offset "bjr the reduction in yield, from the negative 
interaction. 
Some idea as to hov well the es^erlmental yields were estimated by 
the production function can "be had from Fig. 28, linety-five percent 
confidence limits are fairly narrow within the liaits of the experiment. 
The liaits spread as yields are extrapolated heyond SO I'bs. of nitrogen. 
At 80 I'bs. of N the deviation 'between predicted yield and the upper and 
lower confidence limit is only 6.6l 'bushels. If confiderise intervals -were 
congjuted at ITJS. of KgO ^2®5» would 'be even closer than 
for zero !E^0 and PgO^ as in Pig. 28. 
Yield isoquantg 
Tarious combinations of I and PgO^ can he tised to produce given 
yields as shown in Fig. 29. Yields of 50 'bushels can 'be o'btained by 
applying Sk.J lbs. of N and no PgO^ or by using about 37 I'bs. of 
and no nitrogen. Many combinations between these extremes could also 
be used to produce 50 bushels of corn per acre, S"or the 60 bushel yield, 
50 lbs. of H and no phosphorus could be applied. Hov;ever, phosphorus 
alone cannot 'be used to produce the 60 bushel yield; some nitrogen most 
also be applied. At JO bubals, nitrogen alone becomes insufficient; 
some phosphorus mast be added. At higher yields the iso^aants are 
spaced further apart, indicating diminishing returns to fertilizer 
applications. 
Isoquants in Fig. 29 were conrputed from (33) .  Bfjoation (33)  was 
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derived from the yield regression, (29), where EgO was set e<jaal to aero, 
I = gl.g? t i/0'507g 0.0171^1 (0.525^ ~ 0.003103P^ 4- 35.06 - Y) 
» O.OOSTOli- • (33) 
Isoquants in Pig. 30 were plotted from (3U) vfhich was also derived 
from the basic regression, (29). 
II a gi S7 t t/0'5Q7S + 0.017^1 (0.23H6K - 0.00162Hk^ + 35*06 . Y) 
- O.OOgJOl^ 
The isoquants in Tig. 30 shoi^ that yield is more responsive to nitrogen 
than potassitua since the slopes are nearly horizontal for lower yields. 
Jor exanqple, h5 bushels of corn per acre could be produced by applying I6 
lbs. of K or by using nearly SO lbs. of 15^0. In other words, one pound 
of nitrogen idll produce as aiach as several pounds of KgO at the lower 
yields. However, if yield is to be increased to 65 o* 10 bushels, soa© 
potassium mast be applied. 
The gentl® slopes of the isoquants in Fig. 31 indicate that also 
increased yield more per pound than did XgO. Yield isoquants in lig. 3I 
are calibrated at zero level of II, However, the level of S will not change 
the shape of the isoquants in Hg. 3I; only the level of yield will rise 
as H is added. Nitrogen does not effect the rate at which P and E csn be 
substituted for each other because there is no interaction b etween 
nitrogen and P or K in the basic production function, (29). 
Isoquants in Tig. were coii5)uted from equation (35) which was 
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oMained from the "basic regressioa ecjaation, (29). 
P = - 0.3633K + 8hM 
i /0.Q0Q7906g - O.OOOOlSQgK^ -t- 0J113 - 0.012^1Y (35) 
- 0.006206 
Marginal rates of substitution for several points on two isoquants 
from Fig. 31 are given in Tahle 22. For the U5 hushel yield and at 21.70 
lbs. of p2®5» addition of one Ih. of E^O will replace ahout one-half 
Ih, of It would, therefore, pay to use all phosphorous and no potash 
to obtain a yield of H5 bushels unless EgO is almost twice as cheap per Ih. 
as 55 bushel yield, one pound of KgO will replace almost 
three-fourths of a pound of ^2^5' Siowever, it still would not pay to use 
any KgO to obtain a 55 bushel yield unless E^O is less than 7^ percent of 
the pPlc© per l^i • 
Yield isoclines 
Isoclines in Fig. 32 can be thou^t of as paths up the prodiwtion 
surface v&ich intersect each isoijuant at the same slope. Marginal rates 
of substitution or "replacement rates" of PgO^ for I are constant along a 
particular isocline, Ehe isocline labeled a ^'^p usually be 
appropriate for present prices with 1 and PgO^ combined in about equal 
parts. Hovfever, the iao<iaant8 and isoclines shown in fig. 32 apply only 
when K is not appHed. An application of K would shift the P response, 
thus altering the U and P relationships in Fig. }2., 
lOij. 
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Table 22. Isoquant coiablnations of nutrients for producing ^ecified 
yields and corresponding marginal rates of substitution 
U5 bushels® 55 bushels^ 
Lbs. of 
^2% 
lbs. of 
KgO 
Marginal 
rate of 
substi­
tution, 
m 
lbs. of 
¥5 
Lbs. of Marginal 
rate of 
substi­
tution, 
1 
21.70 0 -0.526 57. 0 -0.71+0 
16.76 10 -0.1^62 50.89 10 -O.57H 
12 .^5 20 -O.lwi H5.8H 20 -O.iPiO 
2.7H 30 -0.3H1 H2.05 30 -0.317 
5.614' Uo -0.2g0 39.52 Ho -0.187 
3.16 50 -0.216 3S.39 50 -0.26 
1.33 60 -O.lHg 39.10 60 0.193 
^'Increased yield from fertilizer is 19.9^ bushels. 
^Increased yield from fertilizer is bushels. 
®Ohange in units of PgOj. required to maintain a given yield wEien 
another unit of 3^0 ia added? 
Equations of the isoolinesB as were iaoquants, were derived from the 
basic regression production function, (^). fflie general form of the Jf-P 
isoclines are given by equation (36) where a represents the 
ratio. 
io6 
I  « gl .gj  + a (0.7131P - 60.37). (36) 
Yield isoclines in Fig. 33 ^0^ ® and KgO reflect the greater 
productivity of IT, Under present price relationships where S is ahout 
tvdce as expensive per Ih. as K^Oi over 20 Ihsi of I should he applied 
before any 1^0. Actually, even less KgO woxild be applied than Indicated 
in fig, 33i Negative interaction between P and K restdts in smaller K 
applications as P is applied. Since the isoquants and isoclines in lig. 
33 were calibrated on the basis of no PgOj. application, ii5)uts of PgO^ 
will reduce the productivity of 1^0 and, hencoj reduce the anouat of EgO 
Which it will pay to apply for given prices of I and 
Hidge lines in Figs. 32 and 33 ri#t angles vJiich is a 
characteristic feature when two natrients are economic "independents", 
that is, when the level of one nutrient does not affect the amount of the 
other that it will pay to apply. "Where there is negative interaction 
between nutrients as between PgO^ and KgO in Fig. 3^* ridge lines meet at 
a greater than 90 degree angle. legative p-K interaction gives the pro­
duction aurfajGS a eon^sratively flat t<^; economic limits of nutrient 
combination are wide, for coaplementary interaction as between I and 
PgO^ for corn in the second experiment, the ridge lines were close together 
In 3'lg. 17. With positive (coBjslenentary) nutrient interaction, ridge 
lines are "bowed in" whereas they are "sprung apart" with negative nutrient 
interaction* With positive K-P interaction as in Fig. I7 where ridge 
lines are close together, a non-optinram nutrient combination could be 
very costly. However, to stray somewhat from the optinaun fertilizer mix 
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line (isocline) in Fig, 3^ would not matter so imich since rates of 
substitution change slowly along the isoqaaats. 
Under present prices v4iere ^0 costs about 20 percent as much as PgO^ 
per pound, over 60 Ibg. of should be applied before it would pay to 
put on any 1^0 according to Fig. Hovfever, with KgO one-third the 
price of it would pay to apply over 30 Iba. of ^0 before purchasing 
any isocline labeled \ ® ®'33 ^'p inputs are 
reduced slightly as yields are increased. !I!hus, less would be used 
as it became cheaper relative to corn when K^O remains one-third tha price 
of PgO^. 
Equations of the iaoclines in Fig. 3^ were derived from (29) by 
A 
dividing the partial derivative of Y with respect to P by the partial 
A 
derivative of Y with respect to K and setting it equal to the PgO^-K^O 
price ratio. For any PgO^-KgO price ratio, a, K can be expressed in tenns 
of P as in elation (37)* 
K = O'gSHfa - 0.5255> (G.OO6206P - 0.002255a) 
o.oo32Hax - 0.002255 
All isoclines (including ridge lines) in Fig. intersect at 75 l^s. 
of PgO^ and 26 lbs. of KgO. The intersection point indicates the inputs 
of phosphorous and potassium vfaich give a masisrajB total product of about 
5s bushels (at H B 0), If the yield maximizing input of 82 lbs. of H is 
applied, a total yield of 87 bushels is predicted from (29). 
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Sconozaic Optima 
Optimum level of fertilization, whether one, two, or three or more 
nutrients exe considered, depends on the fertilizer-crop price ratio ao 
well as marginal yield response. Since H is independent of P and K in 
(29), the optimum level of 13 can he found independently of P end K. With 
com at ^1.00 per "bushel and elemental H at ^0.15 per Ih., the optima 
A 
input of H is found by setting the partial derivative of T vdth respect 
to I of (29) eqml to the nitrogen-corn price ratio, 
= 0.7126 - o.oosTO^H = . (32) 
Solving {}&), an opt imam ii^t of ahout 65 Ihs. of I is indicated, 
Optimam iugsuts of P and K axe found in the same way escept that P and K 
must he solved simultaneously since they interact with each other. If 
corn is jSl.OO per "bushel and PgO^ is jiO.iO per I'b. and KgO is ^O.Og per 
l"b,, the solutions are found from (39) and (Uo), 
j-I = 0.5255 - 0.006206P - G.002255K « ^ . (39) 
^ = O.25U6 - O.OO32HSK - O.OO2255P = . (to) 
Solving for P in terms of K in (39) suhstituting it into (HO), an 
optimam i:5)ut for K of 8.2k l"bB. is found. Substituting E « S.2H into 
(39), an optimam Input of 65.56 Ihs, of PgO^ is obtained. 
Several fertilizer and corn price situations are presented in Ta'ble 23 
Ill 
Table 23. Optiarain rates eM comlJinations of fertilizer for specified 
crop and nutrient prices 
Price per unit Optiffium inputs Ssti-
mated 
yield 
let gain per 
acre from 
fertilizer® Com per 
bu. 
I 
per 
lb. 
KgO 
per 
lb. 
V5 per*^ 
lb. 
lbs. 
K 0
 to
 Lbs. 
^2% 
2.00 0.20 0.15 0.15 70 .ll- 6.6 70,2 85.8 ^75,80 
1.00 0.20 0.15 0.15 5So9 0.0 60.5 82.1+ 26M 
0.50 0.20 0.15 0,15 36.0 0.0 36.3 70.1 K S 5  
2.00 0.15 o.os 0.10 73.2 17.2 70.3 06.7 83.81 
1.00 0.15 o.og 0.10 61^.6 S.2 65.5 g^.g 3^.79 
0,50 0.15 o.og 0.10 H7.iv 0.0 52.^4 78.1 9.15 
2.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 76.1 13.1 71.g S6.g 87.30 
1.00 0.10 0.10 0.10 70 0.0 6S.5 85.1 36.11 
0.50 0.10 0.10 0.10 5S.9 0.0 80.9 11.77 
^Computed "by maltlplylng increase in yield from use of fertilizer 
times price of com and su'btracting cost of fertilizer. 
of which, the most favorable for fertilizer application is corn at ^2.00 
per "bushel and H, ^2^^' j^O.lO per lb. for these prices, 
optimom Inputs of J6 lbs., of H, 13 lbs, of KgO, and J2 lbs. of ^2^5 
Indicated. Returns per dollar of fertilizer would be over 600 percent 
for the total fertilizer coat of 5^16.10 per acre. 
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A more likely price situation in Table 23 is corn at ^1,00 per 
Mshel, I at JS0.I5 per 11., at $Q,10 per 11>., and 1^0 at 5^0.OS 
per l"b. Fertilizer cost wotdd aiooimt to ^16.91 for the optimum appli~ 
cation. The return per $100 fertilizer cost would 1)8 about ^2<^Q, This 
return would include only the first year response, Hesidaal or carryover 
1 
response may also T)e important. 
Under the least farorable price situations for fertilizer appli­
cation in Table 23, some application of H and is still indieated. 
For example, with corn at ^0.50 per hushel and 3J at ^0.20 per lb. and 
at ^0.15 per lb., inputs of 36 lbs. per acre of both U and PgO^ are 
indicated. However, the net gain per acre from applying fertilizer is 
less than ^5'00. Since the cost of fertilizer in this instance is shout 
j5l2.65 per acre, returns per 5^100 fertilizer cost is less than jSlHO. Due 
to risk and uncertainty, aaay farmers mi^t not apply any fertilizer under 
such price conditions. 
Since response to potassium was less significant statistically than 
that of I and what would be the loss in profit from not applying 
K^O? Under some of the unfavorable price conditions in Table 23, appli­
cation of zero B^O is indicated; the greatest input is only 17.2 lbs. 
v/hers corn is ^2.00 per bushel and 1^0 is ^O.OS per lb. To find the loss 
A 
from not using partial derivative of J with respect to P is set 
equal to the PgO^-com price ratio and I is set at zero, iHie new optisaan 
^ari 0. Heady, John T. Pesek, and V/illiam G, Brown, Crop Hesponse 
Surfaces end Economic Optima in Fertilizer Use. loifa Agr. Sxp. Sta. 
Sesearch Bulletin HsU, imes, Iowa, March, 19^, p. 322-325« 
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input for P ia then obtained from (^l). {The optiaraBi tiqjut for I remains 
73.2 lbs.) 
0.5255 - 0.006206P = . (1+1) 
Plugging the new optimm input of Ihs. of PgO^ along with 73,2 
Ihs. of I into the production function, (29), a yield of 85.9^ bushels is 
predicted. Ihe net gain from using fertilizer is which is within 
a few cents per acre of the margin gained ^en potassitua was used. 
Therefore, it appears that a farmer with Haynie soil similar in fertility 
to this ei^ieriment would not have to apply potassium under present price 
conditions althou^ a few pounds may sometimes he Indicated as "optiiaaia". 
Presentation for Practical Use 
Since the yield response to nitrogen was independent of potassium 
and phosphorus, in the basic regression equation, (^), optinram inputs 
of H were calculated independently of PgO^ and K^Q. Cptifflom solutions 
for several nitrogen-corn price ratios are presented in Fig. 35' 'I'll® 
increase in yield from nitrogen application is given by the response 
curve. Dashed vertical lines represent optimuin points of input under 
various nitrogen-corn price relationships. For exaaple, if H were j50.20 
per pound and corn were $1.00 per bushel, then an optiiaam iiqiut of almost 
60 lbs. of I per acre would be indicated from Tig. 35» ^0 lbs. of 
nitrogen would result in an estimated increased yield of about 27 bushels^ 
Increased value of crop ^27.00 
Ilk 
,04 
25-
,20 
,25 
,30 
.40 
.50 
Nitrogen -Corn 
Price Rotio 
.60 
100 80 60 20 40 0 
POUNDS OF NITROGEN 
S-ig. 35. Increase in yield from U and optimim laputs fl>r various N-corn 
price ratios 
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Oost of 60 lbs. of S 12»00 
Margin. oTer nitrogen cost ^15,00 
Graphic presentation of optiBum phoi^h.orus and potassitua inputs is 
more coa^jlex since inputs of PgO^ and K^O must be determined simultaneously 
due to the P-K interaction in (29). HowTer, simaltaneous optiaua solu­
tions for PgO^ and KgG csm he found easily from a chart such as Tig, 36. 
To find optinram inputs when :^0 is ^O.OS per Ih., PgO^ is JSO.IO per lb,, 
and com is jJl.OO per bushel, the isocline labeled P, r o.S P should be iC p 
selected. 'Ehe place to stop on the isoclin® is given by the dashed line 
labeled ,10 v&idi is the PgO^-com price ratio, Bie dashed lines also 
take the KgO price into accotiiit since they intersect the iaoclinea on 
vihich PgO^ and are in a fixed price ratio. For the indicated optimcan 
Inputs of 66 lbs, of PgO^ and S lbs. of EgO, a yield of about 57 bashsls 
Can be estimated from the isoquaats in Jig. 36. Since the yield with no 
fertilizer is 35 bushels, a gain in yield of about 22 bushels per acre is 
predicted. Ihe financial result of applying the optinram iigmts of PgO^ 
and K^O for the preceding price situation is estimted to be the following! 
Increased value of crop ^22,00 
Cost of PgO^ 6.60 
Oost of KgO O.gl 
Margin over cost of P^O 
and EgO ^ ^lH.76 
An additional return would result from the application of nitrogen. 
If I is ^0.15 per lb. and.corn is $1.00 per bushel as above, then an 
optiuram application of about 6^+ lbs. of S is indicated from Fig, 35« 
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are ridge lines) 
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this application of @1 lljs. of I, a further yield increase of 27.50 Inishels 
is estimated. 
Increased value of crop ^27.50 
Cost of H 9.6Q 
Margin over coat of I ^17.90 
Oomhining the margins from H, and K^Q, a net gain from ferti­
lizer of over per acre is indicated. 
Margin over cost of I ^17.90 
Margin over cost of PpOp, 
and lEgO  ^ 11^ .76 
Total gain from fertilizer ji32.66 
As another exa^r^jle, ST;?>pose a tenant farmer bears all the coat of 
fertilizer hut receives only one-half of the crop. S'or the same price 
situation with com at j^l.OO per huehel and II at )Jo.l5, and 
E2O at JJO.OS per Ih., the optiumffl ii^uts for the tenant can also be found 
in Figs. 35 sJid 36. "The effective com price for the tenant would he 
^1.00/2 since he would receive only one-half the increase from fertilizer. 
The tenant's nitrogen-com price ratio would he =s .30 in fig. 35 
would indicate an input of aromd H7 Ihs. of II. Similarly, the PGO^-corn 
price ratio would he .20 in lig, 36 and would indicate an optimum input of 
ahout 52 Ihs. of PgO^ and no KgO. Trora s®p]ying 52 Ihs. of PgO^ and kj 
Ihs. of JT, a total yield of ahout JS hushels per acre is predicted from 
yigs. 35 and 36. Since yield with no fertilizer would he 35 hushels, (29), 
a gain of ahout k} hushels per acre is predicted from the use of fertilizer. 
US 
The ficaacial result to the tenant is estimated to he the following; 
Increased value of crop 
(tenant's share) JiSSl.JO 
Cost of 52 lbs. of PpOj. 5.20 
Cost of H7 Ihs. of IT ^ 7.05 
Tenant's margin over cost 
of fertilizer ^ 9.25 
let gain from use of fertilizer "by the tenant is only SI9.25 per acre 
as cong)aTed to the gain of 1^32.66 for the preceding non-renter in the same 
price situation. The tenant espenditure for fertilizer of ^12.25 per acre 
would make a I76 percent return to the tenant while the owner-operator 
would realize a 29^ percent return on his e5j>endtture of per acre. 
IPhe use of fertilizer would obviously be less profitable for tenants 
who have to bear all fertilizer cost. However, the landlord for the 
preceding price situation v»uld "clear" laore than if he, had borne half the 
cost of fertiliser. !Ehe landlord would realize a net gain of S5l6,35 per 
acre by splitting fertilizer cost eq^lly with the tenant for the "optinKun" 
inputs of 66 lbs, of S lbs. of EgO, and 6^ lbs. of I. l-lhere the 
tenant bore all costs and applied only 52 lbs. of PgO^ and Wj lbs, of I, 
the landlord would realize a net gain of 5^21.50 per acre or ^^.00 more 
than by sharing fertilizer cost. Of course, under certain other price 
conditions it mi^t be more profitable for the landlord to share costs. 
Even for the preceding price situation, weather and other uncertainties 
mi^t cause the tenant not to apply any fertilizer, fhusj the landlord 
might not realize any return from fertilizer if he failed to share the 
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cost. 
Charts such as Figs, 35 3^ could sigjply information to fannerB 
for almost all price conditions. Price situations not given exactly hy 
isoclines and nutrient-corn ratios in figs. 35 and 36 can lie interpolated 
bet^treen those given. 
Utilization of Production Functions under Limited Capital 
In the preceding sectioaos, the "optimaa" iigjuts of fertilizer for 
specified prices assumed that shortage of capital would not limit appli­
cation. Actually, almost all farmers are prohahly limited in their 
capital to some extent. Under conditions of limited capital, risk and 
uncertainty, farmers may rationally "hold "back" on ii^uts. 
As an e3:aniple of how fertiliser application might he restricted, 
suppose that a farmer is operating tinder limited capital to the extent 
that the last dollar invested in fertilizer, livestock, or machinery must 
return twice the cost before he will risk the expenditure. If he has 
Haynie silt loam soil similar to the third experimental plot, the 
restricted "optimum" input of fertiliser can still be found from Figs. 
35 ani 36. If cora is ^1.00 per bushel, and N is $0.1% is ^0.10, 
and ^0 is |J0.0g per lb., a 200 percent return on the last unit of ferti­
lizer is obtained if he applies lbs. of I, 52.^ Ihs. of P2®5» ^nd no 
ZgO. The restricted "optimm" ii^ut of "S is located in Fig. 35 doubling 
the I-com price ratio (2 x = 0,30). Similarly, in Fig. 36 
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appropriate PgO^-corn price ratio is douMed (2 x 0,20). The 
restricted ir^iits would result in aa estiaated gain over fertilizer cost 
of §530.65 per acre which is al)Out ^2,00 less than eatimated gain for 
imrestricted "optisrem" application. However, investment in fertilizer 
is reduced from to ^^12,35 ^ restricting the inputs. Also, returns 
per ^100 fertilizer are increased from ^29^ to j^3^g. 
Information from production ftinctions for crops or livestock can also 
•fae integrated into the overall farm plan so as to select the most profit­
able enterprises. 3y so doing, the amount of land and laljor and the 
farmer's capital position could he taken into account along with marginal 
returns from fertilizer, feed, or other eajjenditures. As a sii!5)lifi0d 
example, consider a farm situation where land is restricted to iHS tillable 
acres and labor consists of 182 hours of labor per month in all months 
except June, July, and August. In these 3 months, 250 hours per month 
are available. Com, alfalfa, and red clover are considered because their 
production functions were available ?" 
(Conn) Y =-7.51lHg + 0.5gU2S9H + 0.663812? - 0.00158133^ 
- 0.001797?^ + o.ooosiusp . (I42) 
(Alf) T « 2.251350 + 0.003316K + O.OO97H3P - 0.000007K^ 
- 0.000020P^ - O.OOOOOIEP . {k}) 
^arl 0. Heady, John Pesek, and W. G. Brown, Crop Besponse Surfaces 
and Sconomic Optima in Fertilizer Use. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bssearch 
Bulletin kSh, Ames, Iowa, May, 1955'« 
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(S.Cl) ^ « 2.65655 + 0.001S66E + O.OO79I3P - 0.000002K^ 
- o.ooooifip^ - 0.000003PE. 
labor requirements used for eacli crop are shown in Table 2U, Prices 
used were approximately those paid and received by Iowa farmers in 1952. 
V/ithout prior knowledge as to which crop is most profitable, some pre­
liminary calculations mat first be made. In this case, an optimuia 
allocation Is first found for tmlimlted capital. The partial derivatives 
of each function are set eqiual to their respective factor-prodtict price 
ratio. JS'oT corn, is set equal to j50.15 ani to ^0.10. Solving 
similtaneously, the optimom inputs for com are 188lbs. of I and 199.^1 
lbs. of per acre, i^hen these inputs of I and ? are plugged back into 
(H2) a production of bushels of com per acre is predicted. Margin 
over fixed and fertilieer cost is ^137.85 minus jSl5.8l and p^.22 or ^73*32 
per acre, 
for alfalfa, the most profitable input with unlimited capital is 
llg.57 ITis. of PgO^ per acre. (legative inputs of K were indicated 
the optimram solution but since negative ii^juts are not allowed, Z was set 
equal to zero.) !nhe optimum PgO^ input results in a yield of 3.I2H5 tons 
per acre when plugged back into the alfalfa pwduction function (ll-3). Ket 
margin per acre over fixed and fertilizer cost is 5526.95. ^0^ clover, 
the optimum input tinder the given price situation in Table 23 is 51»97 1^8. 
of PgO^ vfeich results in a yield of tons per acre and a net margin 
of 1^19.50 acre. Jrom such calculations, it is apparent that corn will 
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lable 2H, Bgtinsated labor requirements by months for alfalfa, corn, and 
red clover. Prices and estimated fixed crop coats per acre 
are given in lowr part of table 
Month Avail, 
labor 
Alf. Corn E. cl. lisx. corn 
Jan. 182 
Jeb. 1S2 
Mar. 182 
Apr. lg2 .826 
May 1S2 I.5HOO2I1 118.18 acres 
June 250 U.52 .917 1.52 
Jxily 250 3.85 .7^9 1.20l<-
Aug. 250 .228 
Sept. 182 3.25 .iHo .532 
Oct. 182 1.036 
lov. 1^2 1.H2S 
Dec. 1S2 .36!^ 
Price Constant cost 
per acre 
Alfalfa 
Sed clover 
Com 
Avail PgO^ 
Avail 
Elemental I 
jS20,00 per ton 
16.00 per ton 
1,00 per bu. 
0.10 per lb. 
0.08 per lb. 
0.15 par lb. 
^23.70 
23.70 
I5.SI 
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"be the most profitable crop to raise except imder extremely limited 
Capital, Alfalfa is always sli^tly more profitable than red clover 
iinder all capital conditions with the giren prices and costs assumed 
in Table 21^. 
If capital is unlimited, the most profitable organization of the 
farm would be to put in as much com as the labor restrictions allow or 
118,8 acres, ae remaining 29.82 acres should be in alfalfa. Both crops 
would receive the unrestricted optimum iiqjuts of fertilizer, 199.^1 lbs, 
of PgO^ and 188.^9 lbs. of K per acre for corn with 118.57 l^s> of ^2^5 
per acre for the alfalfa. Around capital would be required for this 
organization. 
Assume that ths farmer's capital is limited to ^72^7.96. With this 
much Capital, com would again be the most profitable crop with alfalfa 
second. Total constant cost required to pat out 118,18 acres of corn and 
29.82 acres of alfalfa is ^2575»15« Capital left for fertilizer would be 
^H672.gl. 
To find the optimum allocation of the j^H672.gl of fertilizer between 
alfalfa and corn, the production ftinct ions for corn (ll'2) and alfalfa (5+3) 
should be converted to a 118.18 acre and 29.82 acre basis, respectively. 
(The response to fertilizer in (U2) and (^3) is on the basis of one acre. 
(Com) T lis.18 = - 2^7.6929 + 0.5842891? + 0.663812P - O.OOOOI3376920^ 
- 0.000015205385?^ + 0.00000686230SSP . (1^5) 
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A 
(Alf.) ^29.82 B 67.l3U6it + 0.00971^3? - 0.000000670732?^. (1^) 
Potash terms were sliminated from (il6) since potash doea not enter 
into the optimuia solution, even xinder itolimited capital. The factor-
factor snd product-product relationships of (9) can now he utilized to 
find the optinrora allocation of the fertilizer capital hetvieea alfalfa and 
corn. The partial derivatives of (U5) and (U6) with respect to I, p'' 
(phosphorus used on com), and P®' (phosphorus used on alfalfa) provide 
three equations. The partial with respect to I is multiplied hy the 
price of corn and divided "by the price of I as shown in (9). The partials 
C 9» 
with respect to P and P are handled in the same way. !15ius, three 
equations and three unknowns are obtained. The cg^ital restriction provides 
a fourth equation. A la Grange multiplier, is the fourth term. The 
four equations and four terms are shown in Tahle 25. ifhe first line in 
T a b l e  2 5  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  Q V f ) .  
- 0.00017337201 + o.ooooH57ii9^P° + A = - 3.395262. (U7) 
Similarly, the second, third, and fourth lines represent the second, 
third, and fourth equations. Solving the equations, N is I7263 Ihs, with 
P® equal to 20027 Ihs. and P^ is S06 lbs. From these totals, I69.H6 Ihfl. 
of PgO^ and IH 6.07 Ihs. of S should he applied to each of tl» 118.IS acres 
of corn and 2J.Qh Ihs. of PgO^ to each of the 29.02 acres of alfalfa. A 
yield of 2.5002 tons of alfalfa per acre and 125.065 bushels of com per 
acre is then predicted from (ll2) and (li-3). Total value of crops would be 
about ^16271.28 or a margin over capital expenditure of ^9023.32. 
^Pable 25. SlanxltaneouB solution, for optinnim q[uantities of fertilizer *&ere total capital is limited 
to ^72^1^.96 which lea^s fSUSjS.Sl for fertilizer 
A. Constants Totals 
- .OOOI7S372O .ooooii-57^4 O.G 1.0 - 3.S95262 - 2.S9539H62 
.OOOOggSSiH .00030H112U- 0.0 1.0 - 6.63SI20 
- 5.638355^9 
0.0 0,0 - .0002622763 1.0 - I.9US6OO - 0.9?-VSS682g 
1.5 1.0 1.0 0.0 H672g.io H6731.6 
- .0001783720 - .256US3 0.0 - 5606.261853 21^37,g5g77g 16232.3H05422 
.00006g62Ul - .0002g65lll^•5 0.0 - iia33.052370 28399.298038 23567.2U5669 
0.0 0.0 - .00026S27632 -3727.50^06^5- 7263.H06625 3536.906575 
1.5 1.3S1172U5 1.0 1SS29.33SSS - 1.73225936 - 0.73225936 
I7262.99H9H5 2OG27.I97S35 S06.U09750 - 1.7325935 
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Althou^ the margin or profit of ^9023.32 is the greatest that can 
he obtained tmder these given production, price, and cs^iital conditions, 
the preceding method for finding the optinnm cannot always be used. One 
limitation is that the first derivative of the production function with 
respect to a factor mst be linear. Second]^, it can be applied only Aer® 
the optiaum acreage of each crop can be determined beforehand. lEherefore, 
a nor® general method such as linear prograasning is preferred. 
tising the same production functions and labor, land, and capital 
conditions of the preceding example, linear programming can be used to 
extract the same anauer. Points on the production surface can be used 
to provide coefficients for the linear programming solution, from economic 
theory, only those points lying on the isocline (also called expansion path 
or least cost line) need to be considered. However, it is in^jossible to 
consider all the points on the isoclins. fortunately, only a few points 
lying between the start of the isocline and the unrestricted optiimim 
solution usually need to be considered. lor example, in the case of com 
about five points wotild ordinarily be enough to locate one of the more 
profitable fertilization rates for com. Points 3 an^^ 5 wsre placed on 
either side of (the optimum point for com located by the previous 
procedure in Table 25) to see if linear programming ^s©\ild select 
Points on the alfalfa espansion path are also selected for use in the 
linear programming solution, for alfalfa, the relevant part of the isocline 
coincides with the PgOg axis. Again, points are placed oh either side of 
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the "exact" optimum, i'our points on the red clover isocline are 
also put in the matrix in Table 26 althou^ red clover w>uld not "be 
esgjected to enter the final solution. 
A total of 18 crop activities, representing 18 points on the three 
isoclines, are entered in the initial matrix of !Ea"ble 26. Prices in Tahle 
26 (the Cj row) represent the margin per acre hetiieen the value of the 
crop and the fixed and fertilizer cost. The final matrix in Table 26 
shows that three activities entered into the final solution rather than 
only Pj^ and would he expected. However, the additional activity, 
Pj^^, enters for only $0.10 wjrth of capital and O.OOk acre of Isad. It 
entered only "because of rounding discrepancies and can he disregarded. 
(®ie presence of P^^^ in the solution added less than 1^0.001 to profit as 
con^ared to Pj^ and alons.) 
In this "rigged" example, use of production functions as a source 
of coefficients for linear programming worked satisfactorily. Of course, 
where the "exact" optimom points on the isocline are not knov/n, activities 
on either side of the "exact" optinrom may sometimes enter the final solu­
tion, just as hoth P^^^^ and P^^g ®iit®red in Table 26. In such a case, 1±ie 
activity utilizing the most resource may he chosen by itself or some point 
"between them can he selected. Also, in Table 26 the solution assumed no 
interaction betvieen alfalfa and corn. However, such interaction can be 
taken into account in setting the solution, for exaii^le, the value of 
nitrogen from alfalfa to the com crop could be added to the margin per 
acre for alfalfa. 
Table 26. Initial matrix lowing capital, land, a^d May labor requirements psr acre for eacli 
activity, final matrix and solution 
Ci 
Tsetor 19 P. 20 '21 
73.8235 73.172H 71.002H 
Cap. P21 72^7.97 
Land 
Land P, 
May-
May 
20 
,21 
•21 
lUg. 
182. 
182. 
ZJ 
ZJ-CJ 
23.gl2g P. 
&i;02k6k 59.9^55 55.5335 
1 1 1  
1.5l«D02l4- 1.5li002H 1.5U00214. 
-73.8235 -73.172I+ -71.002U 
3l.6uit370 17.81^ 9510 2.928982 
3l.&ai-370 -17.Si^95l0 2.928982 23.5997 
70.3975 
11 
^12 
.003789 3.381806 89.2911517 62.O©+174 
29.816235 -3.381806 90.29H217 6l.l+llV83li-
lis.179976 0 0 .6H93IH 
ZJ 
ZJ-CJ 9023.3193 .720663 U.571102 17.161833 3.317H15 1.028831 .019266 
•^12 
coital 
.1012 
787.276s 
Land 
.0038 
29.SI62 
Total 
&4-60.5920 118.1800 
7211-7.9700 lUS.OOOO 
May labor 
0 
0 
182.0000 
182.0000 
Table 26. (Contisaed) 
__s 70.3975 69.3^57 5S.9130 37.3031 6.172s 26.9510 26.1915 
Ci 
^5 ^6 ^ !s ^ ^10 
Csj). 
Lani ^ 
Land Pp„ 
May Pp" 
May Pg 
5^.66754-
1 
1.5HOO2H 
53.3276 
1 
1.5l«302l4. 
¥4.5036 
1 
I.5UOO2I4 
33.1^737 
1 
1.5H002I4 
22.l4l43g 
1 
1. ^ 02l|-
35.557 
1 
0 
31.20 
1 
0 
ZJ 
2a-C3 -70.3957 -69.3H57 -5S.913O -37.3131 -6.172s -26.9510 -26.1915 
23.gl2g 0 . -^.5309^-3^.373-999-71.672979-103.973960 30.952655 16.21S126 
23.5997 ^12 ® U.5309iav 3^.371999 71.672979 108.973960 -29,952655 -15.218126 
70.3975 Pl^l 1111 00 
23 
Z3-G3 o .086256 h.1.33^27 I7.g20ggg Hi.0023159 3.21414^711 .s6U2g3 
no V£> 
Table 26. (Gontimjsd) 
cj 23.Si2g 23.5997 23.HHg5 21.3270 19.U962 19.^319 19.200s 
Yector P^^ P^^ P^^^ P^g P^^ 
Ci Gscp • P^M 
Land 
isjad Ppn 
May P|" 
May Pjj 
26.70 
1 
0 
26.U0H3 
1 
0 
26.20 
1 
0 
23.70 
1 
0 
2S.S969 
1 
0 
27.30 
1 
25.50 
1 
Zj 
ZJ-CJ -23.S12S -23.5997 -23.141IS5 -21.3270 -19.H962 -19.^ 319 -19.200s 
23.gl2S 1^1 1 0 - .690903 - 9.1l4-5l^-lS S.H29^ 9 3.02908^+ 3.058167 
23.5997 P12 0 1 1,690903 10.1U514-18 - 7.U29Ug9 2.0290854- i+.05Sl67 
70.3975 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Zi 
zi-03 0 0 .003969 .323311 5.^SB2h U-. 813298 3.7H7205 
M 
O 
Table 26. (Continued) 
0^ 
Ci 
Tector 
Cap. Pp, 
Land 
Land P, 
May P: 
May P. 
ZJ-Cj 
20 
!21 
21 
23.gl2g 
23.5997 
p. 
11 
12 
70.3975 
ZJ 
IS.SOHS 
^IS 
23.70 
1 
-lg.gOU« 
- 9.1U5^1S 
IO.1U5HIS 
0 
2.SU6011 
H 
132.58 
li}« 
112.1s 
V>4 
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!I!o use production functions as a source of coefficients for linear 
prograjnming in actual practice -would require that the functions "by 
applicalile to the particular farm. The functions of the preceding 
exanrple could not actually Tje used together since the com function 
applied to a soil type and area differing from the alfalfa and red clover 
functions. However, as proMeos of estimating crop and aniiaal production 
functions are worked out, the use of production functions in linear 
programming appears promising. 
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SUMMAHT 
A primary o"bjective of this study was to estimate the relationship 
betvfsen inputs of fertilizer and corn yield. !I!hen, from the hasic yield 
predicting equations, the economic aspects of the production surface 
could he explored. To this end, three experiments were analyzed. These 
experiments were designed to allow estimation of the yield-fertilizer 
production surface. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium were applied 
to com on each experiment. 
The Carrington soil esjeriment consisted of randomized hlocks of 
60 mtrient combinations oS* a total of 120 observations. The five rates 
of K were 0, Uo, SO, I60, and 2lK) lbs. Phosphorus applications were at 
the rate of 0, iK), SO, and 120 lbs. of PgO^. Potassium treatments were 
0, l^•0 and 80 lbs. of KgO. The Carrington soil experiment, as were the 
other two experiments, was conrpletely factorial with every level of each 
nutrient being combined with eveiy level of the other nutrients. A highly 
significant response to potassium was found in the Carrington soil experi­
ment even though imfertilized plots averaged % bushels per acre. The 
production function selected for economic analysis was (31). 
I = 99.223 + 0.3162K - c.ooisi3H^ + 0.9190 0.0I1453H. (31) 
The same factorial design (five levels of IT, four levels of P, and 
three levels of K) was used on the Moody soil experiment as for the 
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Carringtofl experiment. Yield ohgervations were more than doubled Tiy some 
rates of nitrogen. Phosphorus had its greatest effect on yield through 
its complesientary interaction \d.th II. Potash did not appear to increase 
yields. !Ihe production function selected for the Moody soil experiment 
was equation (22). 
Y s 29.2Hg + O,53HOI - O.OOI7H3H^ - 0.00035^9?^ + 0.001069®. (22) 
Corn yields responded to all three nutrients in the experiment on 
Haynie soil. Uitrogen response was greatest followed by lesser responses 
from and KgO. Sxperimental rates for each nutrient yere 0, HO, and 
80 lbs. In^roved estimation of the production surface mi^t have resulted 
from higher rates of I and P end from heavier stand rates. "Ehe production 
function which seemed most appropriate for the Haynie soil data was (29). 
I = 35.0587 + 0.71261 - O.OOU352/ + 0,5255? 
- 0.003i03P^ + 0.25U61 - G.ooi62i4.K^ - 0.002255PE. (29) 
Perspective drawings of the predicted yield surfaces for each esperi-
ment were presented along with individual response curves, isoquants, and 
Isoclines. Isoclines are optimum "fertilizer mix" lines for given prices 
of fertilizer nutrients. For the Moody soil e3q)eriment, the optimum 
coffiuiaatiou of S snd pgO^ is given by (2^^) where d represents the 
price ratio. 
(0.001069 + 0.003Hg6a) H - 0.55^0 a 
0.001069 a + 0.0007098 m 
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Optinnua rates and combinations of fertiliser for specified crop and 
nutrient prices \j8re found for each experiment. Opt imam iigiuts \iere foimd 
•by getting the partial derivatives of Y in the production function with 
respect to the nutrient equal to the nutrient-crop price ratio. For the 
Haynie aoil experiment, (3S), (39)i aJid (Uo) give the optimum fertilizer 
irgjuts where com is ^1.00 per bushel and N, ^2^^* 
^0,10, and ^O.OS per lb., respectively, 
A 
^ = 0.7126 - o.oog70i® = . (30) 
A 
= 0.5255 - o.oo62oep - 0.002255K = . (39) 
, A 
jl = O.25U6 - O.OO32H8K - O.OO2255P = . (!«)) 
Solving (38), (39)» and (l|0), optijnum inputs of 65 lbs. of H, 66 lbs. 
of p2^5» ^ indicated. Plugging these inputs into (29), 
a yield of S5 bushels was predicted. A r^t gain per acre of ^32.66 was 
estimated from the expenditure of ^l6.gH per acre on fertilizer in this 
price situation. 
Optlfflum inputs and predicted yi^Hs can be located by means of charts 
which are presented for use, iAere applicable, by extension personnel and 
fanners. Production functions are also used in a linear programming 
exafl^jle to select the most profitable combination of enteiprises vAiere land, 
labor, and capital are; limited. Of course, the production functions in 
this study apply only to specified soil types and fertility levels. Results 
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may also vary from year to year due to changes in climatic and hiological 
conditions. However, with the accumulation of experimental yield snd soil [ j 
test data, production functions which can take some of these variables 
into account may "be possiTjle. 
Su^estions for Further Study 
One limitation of this study is that it did not consider residaial or 
Carryover response in the second year for fertilizer applied in the first. 
The residual prol)lem has heen investigated elsewhere^ and could have heen 
incorporated into this study if second year yields had heen available. 
However, carryover of fertilizer nutrients in the soil to the second year 
may partly reduce the response to new fertilizer applications. Con­
sequently, the first year response alone mi^t "be a fair ^proximation 
of the response to he obtained year after year, including next year's 
residual response. Of course, more entpirical. information regarding ferti­
lizer response in succeeding years is needed. 
Another limitation to recommendations made from production functions 
such as the three in this study is that the recommendations are "based on 
a single year's result. Hesponse on the same soil type could he much 
different in another year under different growing conditions. Confidence 
interval limits can he set up which may he "narrow" for last year's ejperi-
mentj but these confidence intervals do not really apply to next year's 
^arl 0. Heady, John T. Peaek, and William Gr. Brown, Crop Eesponse 
surfaces and Economic Optima in Fertilizer Use. Iowa Agr. Bxp. Sta. 
Research Bulletin Ames, Iowa, March, 1955* 
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crop—which is vh&t the farmer cares ahout. Also, eiran vdien the farmer 
has the same soil type, his fields will seldom he of exactly the same 
fertility level as the earoerimental plot. 
A possible solution to the prohlems of residual response, varying 
fertility levels and climatic conditions would he to apply the principle 
of continuity between experiments as well as idthin. (The ordinary 
production function assumes continuity within the esperiment.) A number 
of esperiments run on the same or similar soil types hut with varying 
fertility levels could he "pooledi". Thus, a more general production function 
mi^t he obtained vdiich would include soil test measurements as vari­
ables as well as fertilizer applications. Olhen, results of the farmer's 
sample soil test could be "plugged into" the general production function 
to predict expected fertilizer response. Another advanta^ to such a 
procedure would be that if experimental results over a number of years 
were "pooled", an estimate of response variability could be obtained %aiich 
would have some relevance to the next year's crop. Similarly, rainfall 
or climatic variables could be included in the production fiinction which 
mi^t successfully predict the effect of different levels of rainfall on 
the response to fertilizer. 
Vfith the accumulation of yield data from ej^eriments along with soil 
tests, more general estimating functions can be tried. Meanviille, results 
of individual experiments csji be utilized vtoere applicable through the 
use of tables and charts such as Figs. 35 % of study. 
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APEBHDIX 
lul 
Table 27. iMividual corn yields and stand numljers for Tjlock no. 1 of 
the Carringtcn soil es5)0rlment, 1953" ^pper figures are 
yields, lower figures are stalk numbers 
11)3. 
¥5 
11)8. 
¥ 
Pounds of nitrogen 
0 Ho SO 160 2H0 
95.9 109.5 111.3 116.7 113.5 
0 0 76 SH gg 86 75 
109.1 129.1 lOg.H 122.8 116,1 
0 Ho 68 75 66 73 69 
126.8 126 .H 119.3 129.9 ilg,3 
0 so 79 g2 73 83 sH 
105.0 12H.2 121.2 97.8 llg.O 
0 73 71 72 73 73 
116.9 127.6 121.H 115.5 116.0 
Uo Ho 7H 7S gl 71 7H 
112.2 119.6 125.7 119.5 113 .H 
Ho go 73 73 72 71 7H 
115.6 10S.6 89.5 m.i 125.H 
so 0 so 7H 69 69 83 
119.6 116.H 12H.3 117.2 110.6 
go Ho 75 70 73 65 72 
135.7 13g.6 131.5 116.1 125.6 
80 go 7H 93 83 70 85 
10S.9 110. H log. 5 100.8 10H.7 
120 0 63 72 76 76 69 
127.2 121.3 115.2 125.0 119.7 
120 Ho 7S 69 77 76 70 
105.5 123.3 136.5 12H.6 13H.6 
120 go 63 79 75 78 79 
lU2 
OJaTale 2g. Individual corn yields and stand mmlDers for Tilock no. 2 of 
the Carrington soil e^eriment, I953. Upper figures are 
yields, lower figures are stalk munljera 
Xilts. 
P2O5 
11)3. 
¥ 
Pounds of nitrogen 
0 Ho go 160 2H0 
100.0 96.9 102.6 102.3 91.3 
0 0 7H 7S 77 71 6g 
103.6 101.1 9H.9 110.7 92.7 
0 Ho V 76 69 72 90 
97.6 llH.l 107. g 106.H 103,6 
0 go 63 76 73 76 71 
90.9 90.6 9H.9 90.1 llH.H 
Ho 0 73 71 75 75 79 
101.3 105.1 103.7 120.6 105.6 
Ho 76 7H 70 86 65 
110.2 100.6 105.6 106.7 119.9 
Ho go 72 62 77 6g 78 
73.s 92.1 S9.7 106.6 97.0 
so 0 69 7H 66 72 7H 
Ho 
98.7 115.5 95.1 llo.H 101 .H 
go 71 71 65 73 75 
117.0 102.9 117.6 123.5 120.0 
go go 73 70 77 79 g2 
90.H IIH.3 gl.6 97.S S2.9 
120 0 n 63 77 79 65 
112,9 116.2 100.3 106.9 110.1 
120 Ho 77 79 77 77 gH 
96.5 9S.g log. 6 115.2 107.5 
120 go 68 69 69 72 69 
1^ 3 
Table 29. Individual corn yields and stand nuiabers for block no. 1 of 
the Jtoody soil eaperiment, 1953" tlpper figures axe yields, 
lower figures are stalk muiibera 
Lbs. 
^2^5 
Lbs. 
EgO 
Pounds of nitrogen 
0 Ho 80 160 2H0 
0 0 26.0 58.6 57.6 53.7 52.1 
S3 7H 73 70 89 
Ho 
50,1 H9.7 78.1 70.5 56.8 
0 75 78 76 76 81 
2S.6 H8.1 72.1 67.0 HS.5 
0 SO 77 82 80 91 82 
Ho 
11.7 3^.9 61.5 75.0 69.0 
0 82 82 91 86 82 
31.1 Hg.o 71.9 65.3 68.0 
1]0 Ho 73 89 80 86 78 
17.3 65.8 H3.I 7H.3 63 .H 
Ho SO 79 SH SH 7H 82 
19.0 H2.7 73.2 61.5 S3.2 
go 0 S3 82 88 60 80 
Ho 
IS .9 61.6 58.5 87.6 73.2 
go S3 72 87 90 92 
17.1 35.1 67.H 75.0 8H.3 
so go 79 70 87 78 86 
2l,g 5H.H 59.S 80.1 72.1 
120 0 83 68 73 85 81 
1H.9 37.1 65.8 89.7 69 .H 
120 Ho 72 79 S3 77 83 
25.3 52.1 66.2 101,0 71.8 
120 80 85 80 89 92 S6 
Table 30. Individual com yields and stand ntunbers for 1)1001!: no. 2 of 
the Moody soil ejqjeriment, 1953. figures are yields, 
lower figures are stalk numbers 
Lbs. Lbs. 
KgO 
PoTinds of nitrogen 
0 Ho 80 160 2H0 
26.1 SH.g 72.9 68.7 50.5 
0 0 S3 78 78 85 83 
5«) 33.f 50.0 52.9 
66.0 65.6 
0 S7 81 83 80 73 
2H.3 H9.3 80.8 58.3 59-.H 
0 SO 79 B9 7H 80 77 
21.6 66.7 57.1 75.5 83.7 
Uo 0 78 76 83 76 81 
Ho 
33 .H 51.1 51.2 gH.2 65.8 
Ho 7H 78 80 85 79 
32.3 Ho.o 62.6 78.5 7H.9 
Ho BO 62 66 77 87 7H 
27.8 50.3 H7.6 83.8 83.1 
so 0 78 70 67 77 85 
27.6 35.5 66.8 88.7 S3.7 
so Ho 72 61 81 85 76 
29.H 6H.6 85.5 68.9 69.7 
go go 81 SH 90 81 81 
30,6® H6,g 58.1 76.3 91.9 
120 0 gl SO 79 78 S7 
25.5 6H.H 73.S 83.9 9H.H 
120 Ho 73 7H 82 87 86 
19.6 60.3 7^.3 79.0 90.5 
120 so 86 81 80 7H gH 
^Determined by missing plot technique. 
1^ 5 
Table 3I. Individual corn yields and stand mimbers for 'blocks 1 and 2 
of the Haynie silt loam experiment, 1953* 'O'ppsJ^ figures are 
yields, lov/er figures are stalk raunbers 
Poimda of nitrogen 
jbs t 
2°5 
lbs. 
EgO Block no. 1 Block no. 2 
0 Ho SO 0 Ho 80 
0 0 H5.2 
H4 
55.8 
Ho 
H9.S 
H4 
Hl.H 
H6 
3\.l 
33 
59 .H 
39 
0 Ho 
5S.g 
H2 
83.0 
H2 
81.g 
39 
57.0 
3H 
6H.7 
Hi 
SH.H 
Hi 
0 go 
H5.6 
39 
7S.S 
37 
77.S 
3S 
H9.6 
33 
72.0 
35 
78.7 
Hi 
0 0 
3S.7 
H3 
65 .H 
H9 
73.8 
37 
51.2 
Ho 
50.0 
HH 
69.1 
Ho 
0 Ho 
H7.2 
H2 
89.3 
Hi 
87,0 
Hi 
51.8 
H5 
71.8 
3H 
78.7 
39 
0 so 
53.H 
H5 
S0.3 
H3 
IIH.5 
H9 
63.6 
H6 
86.7 
H5 
8H.2 
38 
0 0 
53.1 
H7 
7H.3 
H5 
85.9 
H5 
H3.I 
36 
77.3 
H6 
71.1 
H-1 
0 Ho 
51.2 
HH 
7H.6 
35 
72.9 
33 
H2.S 
Ho 
57.1 
31 
80.0 
39 
0 30 
56.3 
HS 
63.0 
H2 
91.2 
H3 
6H.3 
39 
79.5 
H3 
82.1 
H7 
ii;6 
Table 32. Analysis of covaxiance of corn yields and stand on 
Carrington soil 
Source S.S. and products 
2 2 
variation D.I. Sx Ssy Sy S.S. D.I. M.S. 
Total 119 ^052.0 3310.5 lg570.U I5S65.6 lis 
Fertilizer 
treatments 59 1996.5 1^77.3 8719.7 
Blocks 1 102.7 go6.6 6336.5 
W/i lot 
error 59 1952.S 1026.6 351^^.1 297li.U 58 51.3 
Treatment 
plus error llg 391^9-3 2503.9 12233.g 1061^6.3 117 
Difference for testing adjtisted treatment means 7671«9 59 130'0 
S'(59, 5S) = = 2.5 
11^ 7 
IPaTile 33' Ajaalysls of covarlance of com yields and stand on Moody soil 
Source s.s. and products 
of 
variation D.I. Sxy s/ s.s. M.S, 
Total 117 ^700.0 H337.7 53165.0 1I9161.6 116 
Fertilizer 
treatments 59 2^59.5 2325.5 H733O.O 
Blocks 1 110.2 .218.11- 1^32.g 
W/i lot 
error 57 2130.3 1730.6 5H02.1 3996.1 56 7I.H 
Treatment 
plus error 116 U5S9.g H556.I 52732.1 11S209.H 115 
Difference for testing adjiusted treatment means Hto3.3 59 71^9 .U 
?(59, 56) = = 10.5 
llJS 
Table 3'+. Analysis of covariance of corn yields and stand on Hayaie soil 
Source s.s. and products 
of 
variation D.F. Sx Ssy sy^ s.s. D.?. M.S. 
fotal 53 1025.0 331.1 13376.6 
Fertilizer 
treatments 26 659.5 -'+0.6 12091^.1 
Blocks 1 6g.9 93.1 125.7 
W/i lot 
error 26 29616 278.6 1656.7 1395.0 25 55.8 
Treatment 
plus error 52 956.1 238.1 13750.S 13691.6 51 
Difference for testing adjusted treatment means 12296.6 26 
F(26, 25) e « g.1^7 
